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WTITUEPAWIN FOOD AND WATER FROM VEGEATIVE PATIENTS IN

MILETARY HOSPITALS: CONSJTIUTTONAL AND PRACTICAL CONCERNS

by CPT Lawrence J. Morris

ABSTRACT: This thesis examines the theories behind the growing
movement that permits the withholding or withdrawal of food and
water from vegetative or terminally ill patients. It finds that
this practice, permitted in the U.S. Army, is based primarily on
the constitutional "right of privacy." The theories on which it
is based are not constitutionally defensible, and the various
tests that federal and state courts have devised to carry it out

* are flawed and subject to manipulation. The thesis concludes
that the Army should rescind its regulation permitting the
practice, but that if it does not do so, it should implement
major changes that safeguard vegetative patients in military
hospitals.
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The United States Army permits withholding or withdrawing

of nutrition and hydration from certain patients in its

hospitals. Many states, by statute or judicial fiat, also

permit the practice. This paper will address whether there is

a constitutional right to withhold or withdraw nutrition and

hydration from persistently vegetative patients and if so, how

to better implement the right in the military.

Much of the analysis in this area is grouped under the

rubric of the "right to die." Despite the limitations of such

shorthand, it effectively communicates the core question: under

what circumstances may the government interpose itself in

keeping someone alive or in regulating the steps that must be

taken before a patient is permitted to expire. (While this

paper addresses withholding as well as withdrawing food and

water, the text normally will use the term withdrawing, to

avoid cumbersome construction and because it is the withdrawing

after insertion of feeding tubes, as opposed to the decision

not to initiate treatment, that prompts most litigation.)

I. SOURCES

Courts and commentators most often find the right to die

grounded in the "liberty" interest protected by the Due Process

Clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments, and the broad

constitutional "right of privacy."

A. The Due Process Clauses

Both Due Process Clauses forbid taking "life, liberty, or

property, without due process of law."' Both amendments

potentially apply to military hospitals. The fifth amendment

applies against the federal government, and therefore the

military, and the fourteenth amendment applies against the

states. The fourteenth amendment applies against the military



. to the extent that the military must follow state law in its

medical facilities. Though some hospitals may comply with some

state licensing requirements and other ministerial regulations,

those governing the delivery of medical care, especially

withdrawing medical care, do not appear to apply. 2

Even the most conservative jurists acknowledge that the

Due Process Clause has come to mean more than the words plain

from the text. Justice Scalia observed in 1989: "It is an

established part of our constitutional jurisprudence that the

term 'liberty' in the Due Process Clause extends beyond

freedom from physical restraint.",3 Courts have expanded this

'liberty' to embrace a right of autonomy in medical decisions.

It is difficult to separate this concept from the broader and

more broadly-based "right of privacy," as the fourth circuit

recently explained:

The right to be free of unwanted physical in-
vasions has been recognized as an integral
part of the individual's constitutional free-
doms, whether termed a liberty interest pro-
tected by the Due Process Clause or an aspect
of the right to privacy contained in the no-
tions of personal freedom which underwrote
the Bill of Rights. 4

B. The Constitutional "Right of Privacy"

1. "Discovered" by the Supreme Court

While the word "privacy" appears nowhere in the text of

the Constitution, many critics, philosophers and judges assert

that privacy undergirds several constitutional rights,

especially those guaranteed by the first, fourth, fifth and

fourteenth amendments. Early mentions of the right of privacy

usually appear in dissent or dicta. Louis Brandeis, later to

be a Supreme Court justice, first advanced the concept in his. frequently-cited Harvard Law Review article in 1890.5 He

quoted and further advanced his own concept from the bench a
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generation later: "[T]he right to be let alone" is "the most

comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized

men. ,6

The Supreme Court greatly expanded and enshrined the right

of privacy at the zenith of the Warren Court. In Griswold v.

Connecticut, 7 the Court held unconstitutional a Connecticut

statute regulating the sale of contraceptives to married

couples. Justice Douglas' majority opinion was the first

explicitly to address privacy rights found nowhere specifically

in the Constitution but in the "shadows" (penumbras) or

underpinnings of the Bill of Rights and other specific

provisions of the Constitution. Griswold, with a stop for

reinforcement at Eisenstadt v. Baird,8 provided the basis for
the landmark abortion decision eight years later, and numerous

other privacy-based challenges since. 9

In Griswold, Justice Douglas said the "specific guarantees

in the Bill of Rights have penumbras, formed by emanations from
those guarantees that help give them life and substance."°10 He

said that various constitutional rights -- such as free

association, and the prohibition against involuntary quartering

of soldiers -- as well as the strictures of the fourth and

fifth amendments "create zones of privacy" from which similar

privacy-based rights can be derived. 11

While reinforcing Justice Douglas' description of the right

of privacy, Justice Goldberg, concurring in Griswold,

acknowledged "that no particular provision of the Constitution

explicitly forbids the State from" regulating contraception. 12

The Griswold majority took a popular stand in favor of

government's "not invading the bedroom,", 13 but grasped for

extra-constitutional (by any account, extra-textual) grounds

on which to base its holding. This left a door well open for

the Court to create a constitutional right to abortion.

Midwife to the Roe decision, though, was Eisenstadt v. Baird,

in which the Court built on Griswold, citing it as the central

* basis for its decision to hold unconstitutional a Massachusetts

law that limited distribution of non-prescription

3



contraceptives to unmarried persons. Justice Brennan, writing

for the unanimous Court, said, "If the right of privacy means

anything, it is the right of the individual...to be free from

unwarranted governmental intrusion into...the decision whether

to bear or beget a child." Brennan broadened Griswold.

Neither had anything to do with a decision whether "to bear"

a child, but this language provided a comfortable analytical

bridge to the virtual elimination of abortion restrictions in

the following term.
15Roe v. Wade, is steeped heavily in the penumbral, implied

right-to-privacy analysis pioneered in Griswold and Baird. Its

progeny make clear that placing a right in this sphere makes

it essentially untouchable. 16 While also acknowledging that he

was exceeding the text of the Constitution, Justice Blackmun,

writing for the majority, posited that "a right of personal

privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas or zones of privacy,
,17does exist under the Constitution." He relied on Eisenstadt

for the proposition that the "Fourteenth Amendment's concept

of personal liberty...is broad enough to encompass a woman's

decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy."' 18

By finding that "the right of personal privacy includes

the abortion decision,''19 the Court elevated abortion to a

fundamental right. This meant it received the highest level

of constitutional protection and that proof of a "compelling

state interest" was required before any governmental entity

could regulate that right.20  Much of Justice Rehnquist's

dissent criticized the majority's transforming the standard of

review for social legislation from a "rational relationship to

a valid state objective" to a compelling interest. 21  Justice

Rehnquist predicted that "adoption of the compelling state

interest standard will inevitably require this Court to examine

the legislative policies and pass on the wisdom of these

policies in the very process of deciding whether a particular

state interest put forward may or may not be 'compelling. ,,22

* This dissent captures why the selection of a standard of

review will be so important when the Supreme Court decides

4



Cruzan v. Harmon in 1990, and determines whether a persistently

vegetative individual's election to stop receiving nourishment

is protected by the U.S. Constitution. 23  The case involves

Nancy Cruzan, a Missouri woman in a persistent vegetative

state, whose parents want to stop providing her with food and

water through a tube. So long as Missouri only need

demonstrate a rational relationship to a valid state objective

(e.g. preservation of life, prevention of suicide, protection

of third parties, integrity of the medical profession), its

requirement that Nancy Cruzan be fed is likely to be upheld.

But if the Court views the case as one involving her

fundamental right of personal privacy, these state interests

are less likely to be found to be compelling. (A projection

of the Court's ruling and its impact on the military appears

at section IX of this paper.)

Expansion of the right of privacy to strike down the acts

of state legislatures continued when the Court stated in Carey

v. Population Services Int'l, 24 that constitutional protection

extended to: "'marriage, procreation, contraception, family

relationships, and child rearing and education."' Certainly,

the glib extension to "family relationships" can have an impact

in determining who can cut off care for an unconscious,

incompetent or terminally ill person.

2. Followed by the States

State courts evaluating patient care have relied on that

same constitutional right of privacy and penumbral analysis.

The most celebrated case involved the successful efforts of

Joseph Quinlan to disconnect his persistently vegetative

daughter, Karen, from a respirator. The New Jersey Supreme

Court, relying on Eisenstadt, Griswold and Roe, found that

Karen's right to privacy included the right to be free from

such life-sustaining technology, since she was "irreversibly

0 doomed" anyway. 25 The unanimous court said that 21 year-old

Karen's father could assert Karen's right of privacy on her
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behalf, exercising his "best judgment," which the court also

called his "substituted judgment," a standard to come into

wider use in cases involving withdrawal of food and water. 2 6

The court said it was certain Joseph Quinlan's decision would

be approved by "a society, the majority of whose members would,

we think, in similar circumstances, exercise such a choice in

the same way.", 27  Karen was fed by a nasogastric tube, but

discontinuing that nourishment was never an issue in the case. 28

The Ouinlan case set the stage for courts to wrestle with

a new controversy in the following decade: under what

circumstances food and water could be withheld from terminally

ill or vegetative patients. "The right of a patient to refuse

medical treatment arises both from the common law and the

unwritten and penumbral constitutional right to privacy," wrote
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court in a leading case that

authorized Patricia Brophy to require her vegetative husband's

transfer to a hospital that would honor her direction (offered

as the substituted judgment of her husband) that his feeding

tube be disconnected or clamped. 29

C. Bodily Integrity and the Common Law

While freely acknowledging the extra-textual nature of

their constitutional interpretation, advocates of an implied

right of privacy, especially in the medical area, claim roots

in the common law as well. Many courts quote a 19th century

case in which the Supreme Court refused to require a woman

plaintiff to submit to a defense-requested physical examination

in a tort case: "No right is held more sacred or is more

carefully guarded, by the common law, than the right of every

individual to the possession and control of his own person,

free from all restraint or interference of others, unless by

clear and unquestionable authority of law.",30

A physician's operating on someone without consent (except

in emergency) was a battery at common law and remains so

today.31 The requirement for consent before an intrusion,
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especially a surgical intrusion, into another's body, flows

from the principle of a body's inviolability. From it stems

the doctrine of informed consent, which restricts physicians

from performing surgical procedures without fully disclosing

the risks and likely effects. "The root premise" of informed

consent "is the concept, fundamental in American jurisprudence,

that '(e)very human being of adult years and sound mind has a

right to determine what shall be done with his own body .... ,,,32

The cases demonstrate that the purpose of the doctrine is to

protect patients' lives and health from choices made
exclusively by their physicians. They focus on patient

well-being, not an unbridled autonomy to "control their own

bodies. ,33

D. States: The Right to Consent and the Right to Refuse

Treatment

* Critical to determining whether there is a "right" to
withdraw food and water is the question of under what

circumstances the right to refuse treatment is the corollary

of the right of informed consent. State courts generally

accept the premise that the two rights are intertwined.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey found the right to refuse

medical treatment (in this case a competent, terminally ill
woman's desire to turn off a respirator) was "primarily

protected by the common law.'' 34  More explicitly, in a case

involving withdrawing a feeding tube, the Arizona Supreme Court
found, "the doctrine of informed consent -- a doctrine borne

of the common-law right to be free from nonconsensual physical

invasions -- permits an individual to refuse medical

treatment."' 35  It continued: "The right to consent.. .must

necessarily include the right" to refuse treatment.36 The court
seemed to tip its ideological hand in its next sentence: "To

hold otherwise would...ignore the fact that oftentimes a

patient's interests are best served when medical treatment is

withheld or withdrawn.",37

7



E. Federal Concurrence

The only reported federal case to consider disconnecting

life support in a military hospital (though not involving an

active duty patient) made the right more absolute. The

District of Columbia District Court held in 1985 that the

principle of informed consent, as extended to include the right

to refuse treatment should not be qualified by the "nature or

purpose of the treatment, or the gravity of the consequences

of acceding to or foregoing it."' 38 The court held unequivocally

that "competent adult patients of federal medical facilities

with terminal illnesses.. .have a right to determine for

themselves whether to allow their lives to be prolonged by

artificial means, including the right to demand the cessation

of life support once begun."' 39 Citing Griswold, Eisenstadt and

Roe, the court permitted doctors to disconnect 71-year old

Martha Tune's respirator, based on her son's petition. 40

Because courts generally equate respirators and food and water

as life-sustaining treatment that may be withheld, 41 this case

states the prevailing federal position.42

F. Self-Determination

Some couch the right to refuse treatment in terms of a

patient's right of "self-determination." This, however, is

more a rhetorical difference than a separate common-law or

constitutional basis for a right to decline medical treatment.

In an amicus brief submitted to the Supreme Court in the Cruzan

case, the American Academy of Neurology argued: "The

recognition of a patient's right to self-determination is

central" to correct medical decision making when deciding

whether to terminate care. 43

In other contexts, courts have focused on this same right

of bodily inviolability to bar other intrusions by the state.

The Supreme Court has forbidden surgery on a criminal accused
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0 to remove a bullet that could be used as evidence against
him, 44 told California it could not pump a suspect's stomach

to retrieve swallowed narcotics, 45 and invalidated mandatory

sterilization for habitual criminals.46

II. PROTECTING the RIGHT

Assuming the existence, to some degree, of a right to
withdraw nutrition and hydration, still to be resolved is what

level of protection this right should receive, and to what
extent government should be forbidden from regulating the

exercise of the right.

A. Fundamental RiQhts

When the Supreme Court decrees something a "fundamental
right," it grants it the highest constitutional protection,

making it susceptible of virtually no limits. Until very
recently, the Court steadily expanded the nature and scope of
fundamental rights. Justice Harlan's famous dissent in Poe v.

Ullman has become the standard for determining how to assess
the degree of protection to be afforded a right.47  He wrote

that a court should determine whether the asserted right fits
on a "rational continuum of rights" that normally receive

protection.48 To receive such heightened protection a right must

be "so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people

as to be ranked as fundamental."",49  In its traditional Due

Process analysis, closely tied to and somewhat indistinct from

its fundamental rights inquiry, the Court determines whether

the asserted right is "deeply rooted in this nation's history

and tradition.",50 In addition, the Court considers whether the
asserted right is "implicit in the concept of ordered

liberty.",51 Besides considering whether a right is "deeply

rooted" and "implicit in our concept of ordered liberty," the

* Supreme Court will consider whether "under the historic

practices of our society" courts have "accorded special

9



. protection" to the asserted right, 52  -- or "at least

exclude...a societal tradition of enacting laws denying that

interest.",53  The expansion of fundamental rights to embrace

abortion and procreation are especially pertinent because they

concern personal medical decisions. Given the Court's (until

Bowers and Michael H.) tendency to keep expanding the reach of

those rights deemed "fundamental" and those grounded in the

"right of privacy," such a grouping argues strongly for a right

to have one's feeding tubes disconnected at will.

B. Fundamental Protection for Families

Because many arguments for withdrawing food and water are

based on an asserted right of family members to implement that

right, it is important to consider the protection the Court has

extended to family-based decisions.

The Supreme Court traces its recognition of the primacy of

the family, and especially of parents, as decision-makers for
their children, to the common law. 54 Justice Stewart observed

that the common law "historically... has recognized that natural

bonds of affection lead parents to act in the best interests

of their children.",55 The Court expressed this deference still

more broadly three years later, finding "that freedom of

personal choice in matters of family life is a fundamental

liberty interest protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.",56 The

Court also recognized "[t]he fundamental liberty interest of

natural parents in the care, custody, and management of their

child, ,57 in Santosky v. Kramer, which required clear and

convincing evidence before termination of parental rights.

The Court accords great protection to an individual's right

"to make certain unusually important decisions that will affect

his own, or his family's destiny.",58 The Court made clear that

this right includes "both substantive and procedural

protection,",59 a crucial coupling, because withdrawing food and

* water concerns not only the "right to die," but who will make

the decision, subject to what evidentiary standard.

10



C. "Rooting" a Fundamental Right

In determining whether a right has deep roots or is

implicit in our concept of ordered liberty, the Court

frequently considers how states have implemented or regulated

the right at issue. For example, Justice Blackmun argued in

Roe v. Wade that only eight states forbade abortion at the time

Texas accepted the common law, and that more restrictive

abortion laws were passed around the time of the Civil War,

followed about a century later by a "trend toward

liberalization.'' 60 He concluded that during much of American

history "abortion was viewed with less disfavor than under most

American statutes currently in effect" and that, therefore,

there was no true American tradition of restricting abortion. 61

Justice Blackmun traced the history of abortion all the way to

ancient Persia, Greece and Rome in his effort to establish that

contemporary abortion laws were a restrictive aberration. 62

Justice Rehnquist's rebuttal of Justice Blackmun reveals

the temptation of selectivity inherent in such a survey

approach to jurisprudence. Justice Rehnquist argued that the

right to abortion was "not so rooted" as Justice Blackmun

claimed, because most states had restricted abortion for more

than a century. 63 He noted that 36 of the states restricted

abortion in 1868 (when the Texas statute at issue was passed)

and that 21 of those 36 laws remained in effect in 1973.6 In

a similar vein, Justice Stewart said in Griswold that a Gallup

poll's report that 46% of Americans supported contraceptive

education constituted an insufficient basis for overturning the

will of the Connecticut legislature. 65 He continued: "[T]he

scientific miracles of this age have not yet produced a gadget

which the Court can use to determine what traditions are rooted

in the '[collective] conscience of the people.'''6 Justice

White used this same concept in 1986 to reject the idea that

consensual sodomy merited protection as a fundamental right.

He found that all but five of the 37 states made sodomy a
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criminal offense when the Georgia statute at issue was passed,

that until 1961 all 50 states did so, and that in 1986, 25

states still did so.67

D. States, Privacy, and Withdrawing Food and Water

Applying this analysis to cases involving withdrawing food

and water yields, on first blush, a nearly unanimous opinion

that such a right receives wide recognition and support. Every

state, except Missouri, to consider the right to withdraw food
and water has permitted it, and most decisions have been based
at least in part on right of privacy and the fourteenth

amendment's Due Process Clause. California's highest court,

in a case involving a competent paraplegic's attempt to starve

herself, said "a desire to terminate one's life is probably the
ultimate exercise of one's right to privacy."'69

Besides the court decisions, numerous polls generally show. that large majorities of citizens and physicians favor

permitting patients or third parties to withdraw food and

water. A 1986 American Medical Association (AMA) poll found

that 73% of the physicians surveyed supported "withdrawing life

support systems, including food and water, from hopelessly ill
or irreversibly comatose patients if they or their family

request it.' 70  An ABC poll found that 79% believed that
opinions about a patient's "quality of life" should be

considered when deciding whether to use life-sustaining

technology, and 70% believed that immediate family should make

such decisions for incompetent patients.7 1  The Colorado

Graduate School of Public Affairs found in 1988 that 85% of

those surveyed would not want to have their lives maintained
with artificial feedings if they became permanently unconscious

and could not eat normally. 72

In a contrast that shows, if nothing else, that the form
of the question is significant, a 1986 survey showed that 73%
of physicians said they would continue intravenous fluids for

dying terminal patients to prevent dehydration. There is,

12



at minimum, no universal consensus in the profession. Health

professionals with experience in nutritional care disagreed

with the statement that "starvation is an acceptable way of

dying for the terminally ill patient."7 4 In 1984 numerous

organizations, including the American Academy of Pediatrics,

successfully sought federal legislation that encouraged states

to treat withdrawal of nutrition and hydration from handicapped

infants, including the "chronically and irreversibly comatose"

as a form of actionable child neglect."'' 5

Regardless of what the courts hold and the polls show, food

and water are commonly, quietly, withheld without judicial

sanction. The Minnesota Supreme Court estimated this was

happening as frequently as ten times per week in its state

hospitals as far back as 1978. If such findings reflect the

support of the medical mainstream, and to the extent that a

practice's popularity reflects its "rootedness," such practices

lend weight to the argument that the right has roots in our
concept of ordered liberty. Leading medical associations, as

reflected in polls and policy statements, strongly favor

allowing food and water to be withheld or withdrawn from

persistently vegetative or terminally ill patients. The AMA

resolved in 1989 that "it is not unethical to discontinue all

means of life-prolonging medical treatment" (elsewhere it

defined artificial nutrition and hydration as medical

treatment). 77 It said this was permissible "[e]ven if death is

not imminent but a patient is beyond doubt permanently

unconscious." 7 8 The American Academy of Neurology (AAN) agreed

with the AMA, holding that "the artificial provision of

nutrition and hydration may be forgone" from "a patient [who]

has been reliably diagnosed as being in a persistent vegetative

state."7 9 The Academy believes that "[t]reatments that provide

no benefit...may be discontinued" while those that offer "some

hope for recovery should be distinguished from treatment

(including, at times, food and water) that merely prolongs or

suspends the dying process without providing any possible

cure.'' 80  It is undisputed that giving food and water to a

13



. persistently vegetative patient does not make likely his

recovery but merely keeps him alive.

III. DEFINITIONS

Definitions in this area, which can literally mean life or

death, take on great significance.

A. What is "Treatment"?

Before deciding whether withdrawing nutrition and hydration

qualifies as withdrawing medical treatment, it must be

determined whether artificially-delivered food and water are,

in fact, "treatment." Even the terms "food and water" arguably

lose their neutrality, since they may connote meals or liquids

delivered in traditional manners, instead of pureed foods or. formulas impersonally delivered through surgically-implanted

tubes. On the other hand, "artificial nutrition and hydration"

sounds sufficiently technical to be a medical treatment,

instead of the delivery of basic sustenance in a manner adapted

to the patient's ability to receive it. Vegetative patients

receive their nutrients not via a spoon or fork but through a

tube inserted through the nose (nasalgastric or N-G tube) or

directly into stomach (gastric or G tube). The nasalgastric

tube is used unless the patient cannot swallow; gastrostomy
tubes, while presenting fewer complications, can obstruct the

intestinal tract, erode and pierce the stomach wall or cause

leakage of the stomach's contents into the abdomen. 82

Some observers view tube feeding as hazardous and

intrusive, a viewpoint that has legal implications under

formulas that consider intrusiveness and patient dignity when

weighing whether to compel treatment.

The naso-gastric tube...may cause vom-
iting and aspiration of the gastric con-
tents, producing a serious aspiration
pneumonia. It may irritate the mucosal
surfaces, causing bleeding, sometimes

14



severe. Many patients need to be re-
strained forcibly and their hands put
into large mittens to prevent them from
removing the tube, a thought which all
patients with any degree of conscious-
ness seem to have. These restrained
patients may develop pneumonia and ser-
ious bedsores because of lack of activ-
ity and fixed positions.8 3

Others, however, argue that such nourishment "can generally be

provided without the risks and burdens of more aggressive means

for sustaining life.''8

It is not an uncommon process. A congressional report
found that 2%-5% of nursing home patients receive tube

feeding.85 The 1985 Nursing Home Survey found that 26,000
nursing home residents (about 2% of the nursing home

population) were tube fed, while industry estimates were that

about 4% of the patients were tube fed.8

Most medical organizations characterize tube feeding as
"treatment." According to the AMA, "[l]ifeprolonging medical
treatment includes...artificially or technologically supplied

respiration, nutrition or hydration.",8 7 The AAN agreed, calling

artificial nutrition and hydration "analogous to other forms

of life-sustaining treatment" because they "serve to support

or replace normal bodily functions that are compromised as a

result of the patient's illness.''8

The federal district court in Rhode Island reflected the

opinions of most courts to have considered the issue in finding

that "no difference exists between artificial feeding and other

life support measures." 8 9 It emphasized that "there is no legal

difference between a mechanical device that allows a person to

breathe artificially and a mechanical device that artificially

allows a person nourishment."' 90

Most courts and medical professionals agree that tube

feeding has more in common with other medical procedures than

typical ways of providing nutrients. Lynn and Childress write

that "[m]edical nutrition and hydration do not appear to be

distinguishable in any morally relevant way from other
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life-sustaining medical treatments that may on occasion be

withheld or withdrawn."' 91  The Connecticut Supreme Court

distinguished feeding tubes from "normal nutritional aids such

as a spoon or a straw."' 92 The AAN said that because insertion

of the tube into the stomach requires an incision (a

gastrostomy), it cannot be considered a nursing procedure, even

though nurses and other non-physicians monitor the tube and

dosages once it is inserted. 93 It calls tube feeding "a medical

procedure, rather than a nursing procedure," because "careful

medical judgment" is needed before inserting the tube, surgery

is required for inserting the G-tube (though not the N-G tube),

and, once inserted, "it must be carefully monitored... to insure

that complications do not arise."'94

Some states specifically exclude artificial food and water

from the kinds of treatment that can be withheld through living

wills. 95 This lends further support to applying the "treatment"

label, because were it not treatment, it would not be included

on the lists. Connecticut's failure to include such an

exception in its Removal of Life Support Systems Act led its

Supreme Court to conclude that the legislature "implicitly

contemplate[d] the possible removal...of artificial technology

in the form of a device such as a gastrostomy tube, but it does

not...permit the withholding of normal nutritional aids such

as a spoon or straw."'96 The court said Connecticut could have

followed Missouri's lead and made its law unambiguous: "We note

that the statute could have been drafted to require expressly

that hydration and nutrition be made available even through

artificial devices. 197

Whether artificially-supplied food and water qualify as

treatment is in one sense a merely semantic question, because

its label does not affect its morality.98 Joseph Bopp argues
that "the means by which food and water are provided is not

relevant to whether they are classified as medical treatment,"

because it is the substance of what the patients receive, not

* the way they receive it that is legally significant.''9 The

method of delivery carries legal significance, however, because
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. of the large body of precedent that places virtually no

inhibitions in the way of an individual's right to refuse

treatment. If it is simple nourishment, then its withdrawal

is more likely to qualify as suicide or homicide, making it

more susceptible to regulation and less tied to a fundamental

right based on privacy and bodily inviolability.

Another author argues that providing food and water through

tubes is no different from providing air through a respirator

but that to base a court's ruling on such a distinction (or

similarity) is to blur the relationship between withholding

care and death, enabling some to suggest that death comes about

from the underlying condition and not from the withdrawal of

life support.'
00

B. The Persistent Vegetative State

The "vegetative state" is the lowest form of

* consciousness a human can experience and still be classified

as alive. It is one step removed from brain death. A person

in a vegetative state loses consciousness of himself, but his

lower brain stem still operates. Therefore, he continues to

breath independently, but can do nothing else for himself. Like

a baby, he is fully dependent on others. Vegetative patients

generally have no sense of the existence or presence of others,

nor a sense of hunger or satiety. Many vegetative patients

lose their swallowing reflexes.' 01 They have been described as

in a state of "chronic wakefulness without awareness," so that

"[d]espite an 'alert demeanor,'...[they] repeatedly fail to

demonstrate coherent speech, evidence of the comprehension of

words "or any capacity to initiate or make consistently

purposeful movements. 1 02  They can, however, digest food and

produce urine,I13 as well as experience normal cycles of sleep
and waking.10 4

The "persistent vegetative state," (PVS) then, is nothing. more than a diagnosis based on a physician's judgment that the

vegetative state will not change. It takes about three weeks
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e to diagnose a patient as "vegetative" with certainty; by this

time, if the condition has not changed, most physicians

conclude that it will persist.1 05  After a patient has been

vegetative for three months, "[t]he diagnosis of permanent

unconsciousness can usually be made with a high degree of

medical certainty....",06  A person can survive indefinitely,

sometimes up to 30 years, in the persistent vegetative state.

There are an estimated 10,000 PVS patients in the United States

at any time. 107 Still, some courts struggle with the

definiteness of the diagnosis. In trying to determine Claire

Conroy's exact medical condition, the sympathetic New Jersey

Supreme Court nonetheless called PVS an "imprecise umbrella

expression. ",108

C. Irreversibility and Terminal Illness

A PVS diagnosis is not infallible. In 1989, a New York

trial judge, following his state's controlling precedent 10 9 as

well as other states' rulings, ordered a hospital to honor a

woman's request that her PVS sister's feeding tube be removed.

The patient, 86 year-old Carrie Coons, had been diagnosed as

PVS since a massive stroke six months earlier. At a hearing,

the judge heard testimony from a "nationally recognized"

gerontologist that Mrs. Coons could persist in her vegetative

state for up to two years before dying, but that her condition

was "irreversible." Five days after the judge's order took

effect, Mrs. Coons broke out of the vegetative state and took

food by mouth; the next day she engaged in conversation. When

asked if she wanted the tube to be removed, she said "That

would be a difficult decision to make."' 110 "When told she might

die if it were removed, or live for several years with it in

place, she responded, "I never thought of it quite that

way. I"'' Two days later, the judge vacated his order of a week

earlier. While physicians considered Mrs. Coons' recovery to

be highly unusual, it was not unprecedented, and was

Sattributed, at least in part, to the aggressive efforts of the
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* nursing staff. The gerontologist later acknowledged that he

probably would have ordered further tests on Mrs. Coons had she

been younger and, presumably, had "more to live for."'112

IV. REGULATING A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT

A. Fundamental Rights/Due Process Clause

By simply declaring a right to be fundamental, the Supreme

Court effectively places it beyond any limitation. Still, there

are standards to apply, malleable though they may be.

Fundamental rights receive the highest protection afforded any
constitutional right. A state must show a compelling reason

to justify the regulation or abridgement of the right.113 A
similarly high standard applies to equal protection analysis

under the fourteenth amendment (the fifth amendment does not

have an equal protection clause) when a party is a member of

a suspect class. In such a case, the state's regulation is

subject to strict scrutiny -- another test virtually

guaranteeing invalidation of the limitation. 114

Equal protection analysis would be relevant in the cases

of PVS patients if incompetent patients were to assert that

they were being treated different from their similarly-situated

(equally sick) but competent counterparts. The Supreme Court

never has declared mental incompetents to be a suspect class,

but the Court could choose to apply such analysis; it has said

that strict scrutiny applies when legislation or state court

action impinges on "basic civil rights," a sufficiently

expansive construction that could be broadened to include the

handicapped in certain settings.115  The Court reserves this

highest level of scrutiny for "suspect" or quasi-suspect

classes (race, religion, national origin), and employment of

it almost always results in invalidation of the challenged

classification. 116 While the Equal Protection Clause requires

that "all persons similarly situated should be treated

alike,",117 states receive wide latitude in making social or
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economic judgments.1 18 If no suspect class is involved, a state

(or the military or the federal government) normally only need

demonstrate a "rational relationship" between its interests and

the means chosen to bring them about. 119 The Court has adopted

an "intermediate level" of scrutiny for evaluating claims of

gender-based discrimination. 120  Given that the rights of

handicapped depend to some degree on their setting -- e.g. some

"weighing" is permitted when granting access to public

facilities and services such as transportation -- such a level

of scrutiny that accords some weight to governmental interests

could be fashioned for the handicapped. The elderly

handicapped are not, in all senses, "similarly situated" with

other handicapped such as newborns, but the aged do receive

some legislative protection, usually with regard to equal

employment treatment, and the Supreme Court has approved such

legislative schemes. 121 In the area of withdrawing food and

water, government would have to demonstrate that its interests

discussed in section IIB below, rationally relate to the means

chosen to regulate them. 122

Courts increasingly apply the "compelling interest"

analysis in the social area. For example, the Supreme Court

upheld child labor laws because they protected the interests

of individuals against the interests of family members, 123 but

struck down laws that informed parents about the distribution

of contraceptives to their children. 124 Generally, the

limitation cannot be so "unduly burdensome" as to preclude

exercise of a fundamental right. For example, the requirements

of a waiting period and parental notice and consent were found

to place such a burden on the fundamental right of abortion and

were struck down in City of Akron v. Akron Center for

Reproductive Health. 125

B. Four Traditional Interests: Are They "Compellincr?"

* Courts traditionally evaluate limitations on the right

to withdraw or withhold nutrition and hydration in light of
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four state interests: preservation of life, prevention of

homicide and suicide, protection of third parties, and the

ethical integrity of the medical profession. Nearly every case

evaluating this issue has done so using these four interests

as a framework. 126 These interests apply with equal force to

the military. None of the arguments of "military necessity"

or the military as a closed society, commonly applied to cases

involving first amendment freedoms, applies to expand or

restrict application of such factors to servicemembers.

1. Preservation of Life.

The Gray court phrased this question as whether the state

can insist that a PVS patient submit to medical care when the

patient prefers not to do so. 127 The state's police power 128

gives it the authority to enact laws for the general welfare

of its citizens [if a federal analysis, as when the Federal

Government makes rules for the military, the Constitution's

charge to Congress to "provide for the... general welfare"'129

gives similar authority]. The Supreme Court explicitly

recognized this right with regard to medical decisions in 1889:

"The power of the state to provide for the general welfare of

its people authorizes it to prescribe all such regulations as

in its judgment will secure or tend to secure them against the

consequences of ignorance and incapacity, as well as of

deception and fraud.",130  New York's highest court found the

state's power in this area stemmed from the state's interests

as parens patriae (a common justification for juvenile

intervention) in protecting life and health of dependent people

in grave medical circumstances. In the case of John Storar,

a profoundly retarded 52-year old with terminal cancer, a New

York court ordered continued blood transfusions because "they

could eliminate the risk of death from another terminal cause,"

even though they could not cure him. 131

In Cruzan, the Missouri Supreme Court characterized the

state's interest in preservation of life as "unqualified.''132
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Despite some criticisms to the contrary, the court emphasized

that the right could not be qualified or defined by other

factors such as quality of life, not that it was absolute.

The interest in the preservation of life protects it on the

theoretical or philosophical basis that it should not be

lightly discontinued, and on the ground that the state must

protect the vulnerable from those with mixed motives or less

than pure interests. Even Nancy K. Rhoden, an ardent proponent

of "family decision-making" in terminating care, acknowledges

that many times family members will have trouble keeping their

personal interests (e.g. in being relieved of financial or

emotional burdens or in gaining access to wealth) from clouding

their decisions about ending treatment for a sick relative. 133

2. Prevention of Homicide and Suicide.

The state does does not want to permit a person, under the. guise of self-determination, to intentionally end his life by

exercising a "right" to withdraw food and water. In addition,

a state cannot permit a third party to exercise this right and

affirmatively end the life of another. This interest is tied

to philosophical and jurisprudential definitions on which much

of the debate hinges.

If withdrawing food and fluids is merely terminating a

version of ordinary care that, but for symbolic reasons is like

any other care, then a person or his representative should be

allowed to terminate such care without its constituting suicide

or homicide. Ethicist Daniel Callahan wrote in 1983, "[t]he

only impediment to" a policy of voluntary withdrawal of food

and water "is a cluster of sentiments and emotions that is

repelled by the idea of starving someone to death, even in

those cases where it might be for the patient's own good.''134

Several courts share his opinion. The Maine Supreme Court said

an undue focus on the symbolism of food and water kept Joseph

* V. Gardner from exercising his right to refuse food and

water.135  And in Quinlan, the court saw "a real distinction
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between the self-infliction of deadly harm and a

self-determination against artificial life support," but it

never considered food and water to constitute artificial life

support.136 Contrarily, if food and water, regardless of how

delivered, constitute essential sustenance that cannot be

terminated, then a person who directs the withdrawal of his own

care commits suicide, and the physician is his accomplice; and

the third party who directs that it be stopped commits

homicide, regardless of his motives or at whose direction he

believes himself to be acting. Jed Rubenfeld writes that

"courts that have endeavored to differentiate the right to die

from suicide have employed distinctions that are not altogether

persuasive,", 137 because if the right to die is in fact "so

fundamental to a person that the state may not make it for him,

then it is difficult to see on what plausible ground the right

to make this decision could be granted to those on life-support

but denied to all other individuals.",138

Justice Lynch in Massachusetts wrote in Brophy that

* sanctioning the withdrawal of food and water means "everyone

has an absolute right to commit suicide.. .and that others have

a right to participate.''139 He said that when food and water

are terminated, "it is not the illness which causes the death

but the decision...that the illness makes life not worth

living.""140 The Bouvia court, which called suicide "probably

the ultimate exercise of one's right to privacy," agreed that

the question of suicide is intertwined with the question of

cause of death: whether the underlying ailment causes the death

or whether the withdrawal of food and water does so. 141

Nevertheless, the court opined, "it is immaterial that the

removal of the nasograstric tube will hasten or cause Bouvia's

eventual death," adding that there is "no practical or logical

reason to limit the exercise of this right to 'terminal'

patients.",142  In his concurrence, Judge Compton went a step

further, arguing that "she has an absolute right to effectuate

that decision" to die and that the right "include[s] the

* ability to enlist assistance from others, including the medical
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profession, in making death as painless and quick as possible,"

especially in the cases of patients "to whom death beckons as

a welcome respite from suffering.",143

Intentionally injuring oneself to avoid duty (malingering)

is the closest offense to attempted suicide in the military,144

but prosecution would be extremely unlikely, not only because

the sick or vegetative patient's will would be exercised

through another, but also because, in the Army, a regulation

expressly authorizes withdrawal of food and water from

terminally ill or PVS patients under certain circumstances. 145

The Army does reserve the right to order soldiers to submit to

medical care under certain circumstances, regardless of the

soldier's preferences. For example, the Army will administer

immunizations "to service members without their consent when

necessary,",146 and it requires a soldier "to submit to medical

care when necessary to preserve his or her life" or, as the

next traditional governmental interest suggests, to "maintain

the health of others.",147

3. Protection of Third Parties.

The government traditionally restricts the individual

exercise of medical autonomy when such conduct would harm that

individual and implicitly harm others or leave them vulnerable;

or when adults make such decisions on behalf of minors, leaving

the minors subject to injury. For example, courts have ordered

blood transfusions despite religious objections, when such

transfusions would save the life of a parent (and keep children

from becoming wards of the state) or would save a child who had

not yet had the chance to independently adopt a parent's

religious convictions. 148  None of the leading reported cases
in the area of withdrawing food and water has concerned the

issue of leaving dependent children as wards of the state.

4. Ethical Integrity of the Medical Profession.
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The combination of the highly-regulated status of the

medical profession and states' broad police power makes this

an important factor. The medical community, as represented by

its leading organizations, rejects it as a concern of the

courts, however, feeling it is best regulated by itself,

particularly in the area of withdrawing care. 149 Many critics

argue that the medical community's preference for "aggressive

care" causes many of the controversies over withdrawing care,

implying that less technology-bound physicians will be more

inclined to terminate care. 150  Some interest groups also

emphasize the horrors of lost independence that advanced

technology brings. One right-to-die advocate wrote in 1984:

"The elderly are frightened.... They see a lifetime of control

over their own lives eroded at the end by a battery of medical

decision-makers who are intent on keeping them alive without

thought to their dignity or desires.",151 If their governing

bodies provide any indication, physicians seem to support

liberal standards for withdrawing care. Also, in few of the

major reported cases do courts record that physicians have

opposed withdrawing food and water.

Nurses, on the other hand, seem to favor more aggressive

treatment. Much of the credit for the recovery of Carrie Coons
was attributed to the nursing staff, and Nancy Cruzan's nurses

told National Public Radio that they believed she was soothed

by their elementary care for her.152 The famous case of the

"Bloomington baby," which triggered federal efforts to require

the feeding of handicapped newborns, was brought to the fore

by a revolt of nurses in the intensive care unit, who refused

to deny nutrition to the child, who was born with Down's

syndrome and a correctable obstruction in the esophogus.1 53

Currently, the Florida Supreme Court is considering the case

of Estelle Browning, who died despite a nursing home's refusal

to honor her physician's direction that she not be fed. The

court will consider whether the nursing home was bound to

respect the physician's order, based on Mrs. Browning's living

will, which directed that she not be fed in the event of a
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major calamity such as the disabling stroke from which she was

suffering.154

Another issue involving the integrity of the medical

profession relates to protection of health care professionals

and hospitals that refuse to comply with life-ending

directives. Some states have required them to transfer the

patient to other professionals or facilities that will comply

with the directives.155

While nearly every case cites the four interests above,

nearly every case rejects them, alters them or manipulates them

to its own end, because courts in 18 states and the District

of Columbia have ruled that no state interest outweighs an

individual's right to refuse artificial life support. Most,

but not all, cases involved withdrawing feeding tubes. 15 6

C. Rights for Competents and Incompetents

Central to the decision-making process about a PVS patient

is the question of whether competent and incompetent patients

have the same constitutional rights. Both sides to the debate

have an interest in the answer. Those supporting the right to

refuse treatment argue that incompetents have the same rights

-- and that, therefore, third parties must be allowed to

execute them in their stead, either by doing what the

incompetent would have wanted done ("substituted judgment"

test) or by making an "objective" determination of the

incompetent's "best interests" through balancing the benefits

and burdens of continued treatment.

Those who do not recognize such a right to refuse treatment

also insist that incompetents have the same rights as

competents -- to life and equal protection under the fifth and

fourteenth amendments -- and that these rights cannot be

abridged by others based on a patient's incompetence. They

assert that agents who make such decisions on behalf of. incompetents effectively forfeit incompetents' rights (to

continued life) by exercising the right to refuse treatment.
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It is, however, well established that agents may act on

behalf of incompetent patients and that to deny such an option

to incompetents "would have the absurd result of granting less

protection to those incompetent patients who are in greater

need of it."' 157 It is true, as the Seventh Circuit observed,

that the incompetent patient "will not really be able to 'make'

these decisions on his own. But this simply means that someone

else acting in the patient's best interests will have to make

the decision for him."' 158

In light of the growing consensus that countenances

withdrawal of food and water, incompetent patients are left

without any real protection when agents and courts make

decisions on their behalf. Certain rights are, literally,

inalienable when their exercise on behalf of an incompetent

can have no benefit to the incompetent -- unless the

incompetent's death by starvation is seen as a benefit.

Professor Tribe argues that a third party cannot exercise. rights if no such rights can reasonably be attributed to the

incompetent in his current state: "[A]ttributing 'rights' to
these [PVS] patients at all is somewhat problematic. ... To be

sure, these patients are not 'dead'...but the task of giving

content to the notion that they have rights in the face of the

recognition that they could make no decisions about how to
exercise any such rights, remains a difficult one."' 159 Another

author found irony in attributing a right to privacy to the PVS

patient and then allowing a third party to exercise it: "The

right of privacy is the right to choose, and can only belong

to a person competent to exercise that right. ... The time for

asserting the right, like the time to execute a will or vote,

simply expires when the patient can no longer exercise it.''1 60

The Supreme Court has not addressed the extent to which

fundamental rights or the "right of privacy" can be exercised

by third parties. It did hold, however, that the decision

whether to perform an abortion (specifically, the right of an

* adult to stop a minor from exercising her fundamental right to

get one) could not be exercised by a third party, because the
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right is purely personal. 161

V. EVIDENTIARY TESTS and STANDARDS

In deciding whether to permit withdrawing nutrition and

hydration, courts have employed several tests and evidentiary

standards. All of these assume that at some time under some

circumstances food and water may be withdrawn, turning the

inquiry to how to implement the right and who will make the

decision for the incompetent patient. The choice of test and

the application of evidentiary standards are crucial, because

such choices frame the final decision, though one scholar

believes that courts create elaborate tests because they are

hesitant to expressly make the underlying judgment about the

patient's quality of life. Therefore, Professor Destro writes,

"the focus in the 'hard cases' now reaching the courts is

generally on who shall make the decision, rather than what

decisions they should make...[and] the core 'value of life'

issues presented by the cases themselves.", 162

A. Substituted Judgment Test

The "substituted judgment" or "limited objective" test

seeks to carry out the decision that the incompetent patient

would have made. Determining "what the particicular patient

would have done under the circumstances," 163 is, theoretically,

an objective process by which competent, knowledgeable people

discover what the incompetent would have done. Of course this

test cannot apply to the never-competent (for example, the

anencephalic newborn and others with severe congenital mental

defects). It works best when the once-competent patient left

some evidence of his intentions in the event of his becoming

vegetative.

The best evidence of such intentions is some form of

express directive such as a "living will," a document that

makes explicit an individual's desires for what kind of medical
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treatment he wants when he is incompetent or close to death.

Forty states and the District of Columbia have living will

statutes. Of these 41, 14 do not mention whether the living

wills can be used to direct the withdrawal of artificial

nutrition and hydration, 164 ten expressly say it can be

withdrawn under certain circumstances, 165 12 say it cannot be

withdrawn so long as it constitutes comfort care, 166 and five

specifically forbid withdrawal of food and water though, as

will be addressed later, some state courts have limited the

reach of the statutes. 167 Seven states provide for use of

durable powers of attorney. 168 These instruments -- called

"durable" because they survive the incompetency of their

authors -- provide directions similar to living wills, also

designating persons to make medical decisions on the patient's

behalf. A competent adult can use a living will to direct that

medical care be stopped when certain events or conditions come

about. A declarant also can stipulate who will make the

decisions whether to continue medical treatment. The will can

be as specific as its author desires, though several states'

statutes provide sample forms that should be followed in those

jurisdictions.

Much as with traditional wills, some states' living will

statutes set out a hierarchy of individuals (usually in

declining order of consanguinity) who will make decisions for

the incompetent or dying patient. 169 Once highly controversial,

living wills have entered the mainstream and are endorsed or

encouraged by consumer groups and insurance companies. 170 The

Army, of course, will write and execute them in its Legal

Assistance offices. 171

Express directives theoretically are self-executing. When

contested, however, they are resolved in court in much the same

way as conventional wills. Still, it is misleading to imply

that even a carefully constructed living will offers the amount

of predictability a sick patient or distressed (or divided)

family might seek. The highest courts of Washington and Maine

overrode express language that prohibited withdrawal of food
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172
and water. On the other hand, most living will statutes do

not penalize physicians who refuse to honor living wills.I•

In the absence of such instruments, cases often land in

court, where judges and guardians mine the patient's life

history for evidence of what he would have wanted done. They

rely on express statements made by the formerly competent

person in anticipation of such an event. Failing that, courts

look for statements the patient might have made when others

close to him were in similar states, in response to news

reports of notorious cases, as well as descriptions of his

philosophical and religious beliefs (from which attitudes

toward his present plight are extrapolated). When courts

employ the substituted judgment standard, the information on

which to make the judgment comes from those who knew the

patient best, usually family and close friends.

The Cruzan controversy well illustrates the problem. The

trial court heard testimony from 27-year-old Nancy Cruzan's

housemate, a friend and co-worker that she would not want to

be kept alive if she were to become a "vegetable.' 174  The

* Missouri Supreme Court overturned the lower courts' permission

to stop feeding Nancy, partly because it found the quoted

statements to be too casual and informal and, therefore,

insufficiently reliable for a decision of such moment. The

court said: "A decision to refuse treatment, when that

decision would bring about death, should be as informed as a

decision to accept treatment.' 175 A Massachusetts trial court,

however, approved the disconnection of Paul Brophy's feeding

tube based on statements such as "I don't ever want to be on

a life-support system," "when your ticket's punched, it's

punched," and "If I'm ever like that, just shoot me, pull the

plug.1 176  Similarly, the Maine Supreme Court found enough

evidence in the recollected statements of 23 year-old Joseph

V. Gardner to rule that he would have wanted his feeding tube

disconnected. Gardner became vegetative after a fall from a

pick-up truck. The court said he had told his girlfriend two

years before the accident that he would "want to die," rather
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than remain subject to life-sustaining procedures, and that a

month before the accident he had told a friend "in a very

serious manner that he 'would definitely want to die if he was

ever in a vegetative state."'''I The court determined from

these statements that "what was on Gardner's mind was not only

the invasiveness of... the NG tube" (though the statements were

not specific about what kind of life-sustaining procedures

revolted him) but "also the utter helplessness of the

permanently comatose person, the wasting of a once strong
body ......178

The substituted judgment standard was most recently

endorsed by the Illinois Supreme Court, which ruled in late

1989 that an "irreversibly comatose" or persistently vegetative

patient may have food and water withheld when there is "clear

and convincing evidence that the refusal is consistent with the

patient's interests," and two physicians agree. 179

B. "Objective" or "Best Interests" Test

Courts employ the "Best Interests" test for patients who

did not indicate their preferences before becoming incompetent

(or did so inadequately, in the court's eyes) or who never were

competent. If a court cannot find evidence for applying the

substituted judgment test, it seeks to determine the patient's

best interests by balancing the "benefits and burdens" of

continued treatment. Such analysis, in this case balancing the

benefits of being fed against the burdens of being kept alive

by artificial feeding, flows from the law governing informed

consent. 180 Therefore, courts have to attempt to balance the

benefits and burdens of continued nourishment in deciding

whether incompetent patients and patients without living wills

should continue to be fed. The New Jersey Supreme Court,

though preferring the substituted judgment test, wants the

option of employing the best interest test for this part of the

population because to do otherwise would "foreclose the

possiblity of humane actions, which may involve termination of
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life-sustaining treatment for persons who never clearly

expressed their desires.. .but who are now suffering a prolonged

and painful death."'181

Assuming the existence, at least in some cases, of the

right to terminate nutrition and hydration, this standard is

far more controversial -- and malleable and subject to abuse

and infusion of third party values -- than the subsituted

judgment standard. It is still true that the great majority

of people do not make advance directives about near-death

treatment. People do not like to contemplate death.182 They

are unfamiliar with instruments such as living wills, and many

"hard cases" stem from trauma such as automobile accidents,

which disproportionately affect the young -- or war, which

disproportionately gives vegetable-inducing head injuries to
young men. About 10% of the population has some form of a

living will. 183

Courts and commentators frequently address the following

* burdens:

1. No Consciousness, No Pleasure: That a patient cannot

experience normal human feelings or emotions or know that he

is experiencing them. Because PVS patients have no

consciousness or sentience and cannot experience joy or (most

physicians say) pain, many critics argue that their continued
existence is meaningless. 18 4 The AMA reported that PVS patients

"do not have the capacity to experience pain or suffering.

Pain and suffering are attributes of consciousness....

... [D]irect clinical experience with these patients

demonstrates that there is no behavioral indication of any

awareness of pain or suffering."'185  Thad C. McCanse, Nancy

Cruzan's guardian ad litem, said artificial feeding is "keeping

her alive as a mindless mass of human flesh with no future.

She's not someone you can think of in connection with enjoying

life. There's no benefit to her [in staying alive].''I8 The

Quinlan court quoted a neurologist, tesstifying for the state

as declaring, "The subject has lost all human qualities.",187
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This argument, made more equivocally by others, ties a

patient's personhood and her presumed desire for further

existence to the commonly-understood aspects of consciousness,

especially pleasure. It assumes that the patient is no longer

fully human because she cannot experience life the way we

expect humans to do so; therefore, the value of her life is

lessened and commands less protection. Professor Destro argues

that "[u]nder a natural rights approach, one need only be

genetically human to be entitled to equal protection,' 1'8 but

others argue that the legal system should not confer the
benefits and protection of personhood in such a blanket manner.

2. Mere Maintenance: That because PVS patients have no

realistic hope of recovery, treatment is at best an expensive
form of maintenance. The AMA believes that artificial

nutrition may be discontinued for PVS patients because "it
merely prolongs or suspends the dying process without providing

any possible cure."' 189 The President's Commission agreed: "If

a prognosis of permanent unconsciousness is correct, however,

continued treatment cannot confer such benefits

[as]...preserving life, relieving pain and suffering,
protecting against disability, and returning maximally

effective functioning." (The Commission considered nutrition

and hydration to be treatment.) 19 New York's highest court, in

deciding the case of a gangrenous 74 year-old stroke patient

who was receiving artificial feeding, said, "she is for all

practical purposes merely existing. ... Life has no meaning for

her. She derives no physical or emotional pleasure or any

degree, nor any intellectual satisfaction in her day to day

existence. She will remain completely dependent on

others... ,,191

Quality of life considerations are most explicit when

couched in terms of a patient's being passively maintained,

out of her control, by machines that feed her. Allen Buchanan

* writes that withholding food and water "seems to be no more in

[a patient's] best interests than refraining from watering a
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plant could be said to be good for it."' 192 But he makes sure
* that his readers do not miss his point: a plant can do no

better; for a human vegetable, such an existence is a

meaningless form of organic functioning, and therefore may be

terminated or "allowed to end.", 193  Rhoden uses the same
analogy, agreeing that it "makes no more sense to attribute an
interest in continued life to a persistently vegetative person
than it does to attribute such an interest to a plant.",194

Still, none of these critics can demonstrate any real harm to
a patient from being maintained alive in a vegetative state.
Destro observes: "[I]t is stretching the concept to its
breaking point to assert that death is in a patient's best
interests whenever the intervention will do nothing more than

palliate or maintain.",195

3. Diminished Dignity: That continued treatment assaults
a patient's dignity. Physicians pledge to uphold a patient's
"human dignity.' 196 The AMA counsels that in making a decision. about life-prolonging treatment "the physician should determine

what the possibility is for extending life under humane and

comfortable conditions.... ,,197 Keeping a patient artificially
fed "degrades the very humanity it was meant to serve, ,198

meaning that disconnecting such treatment from a hopelessly ill

person enhances her dignity. The neurologists agree: "The
undignified state in which a patient is maintained constitutes

one burden imposed by the treatment.' 1'9

4. Life Oua Life Has No Value: That life in the abstract
is of no benefit to the PVS patient, so that the state then has
no grounds to intercede. This does not necessarily posit that
mere existence is a burden for the PVS patient as in "wrongful
life" cases (he is, after all, oblivious to everything), but
that it is not and can never again become a benefit. This
position received judicial approbation when the New Jersey
Supreme Court permitted Eberhard Johanning, acting on a durable

* power of attorney authorizing him to make "all medical
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decisions" for Hilda Peter, to order removal of her feeding

tube.20 The court said: "We find it difficult to conceive of

a case in which the state could have an interest strong enough

to subordinate a patient's right to choose not to be

artifically (sic) sustained in a persistent vegetative

state."2.. The American Academy of Neurology expressed its

members' position that such a life is not worth living: "It
cannot seriously be argued that anyone would choose to be
sustained for years in a...[persistent vegetative state] with
absolutely no hope of even reviving, much less recovering.

... The state's interest in life...is a nullity in the case of

the PVS patient.",20 2

Peter Singer, of Yale's medical school, agrees: "Once the

religious mumbo-jumbo surrounding the term 'human' has been
stripped away, we may continue to see normal members of our

species as possessing greater capacities of rationality,
[etc.]...but we will not regard as sacrosanct the life of each

and every member of our species, no matter how limited its
capacity for intelligent or even conscious life may be. If we
compare a severely defective human infant with a nonhuman

animal like a dog or a pig, for example, we will often find the

nonhuman to have superior capacities."120 3

5. Invasiveness: That the feeding tube's inherent

invasiveness makes it a burden; that is, that death by
starvation and dehydration is preferrable to maintenance on

the tube. The Brophy court found that long term maintenance
of a PVS patient (bathing, shaving, tending to bowels and
bladder, turning and feedinQ) "is intrusive as a matter of

law," although the trial court found it to be "the least
intrusive, least invasive and most problem-free way of

providing nutrition and hydration to him."j204

Attributing such burdens to a PVS patient assumes a
consciousness that the same medical community agrees he does

not possess. Therefore, ascribing this burden to the PVS

patient rests on third parties' vicarious sense of the burden.
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. They also tie the burden to pain, despite the belief that the

PVS patient is oblivious to that as well. For example, one
interest group says the "gastrostomy is only one of a number
of burdens suffered by unconscious patients. Patients in a

persistent vegetative state do not rest peacefully.''205 The
Brophy court noted that they do not die peacefully, either, and

"that death by dehydration is extremely painful and

uncomfortable for a human being." It said that after his

feeding tube was disconnected:

Brophy's mouth would dry out and become
caked or coated with thick material.
His lips would become parched and crac-
ked. His tongue would swell, and might
crack. His eyes would recede...and his
cheeks would become hollow. The lining
of his nose might crack and cause his
nose to bleed. His skin would hang
loose on his body and become dry and
scaly. His urine would become highly
concentrated, leading to burning of the
bladder. The lining of his stomach
would dry out .... His temperature would
become very high...brain cells would
dry out, causing convulsions. His res-
piratory tract would dry out, and the
thick secretions that would result could
plug his lungs and cause death. At some
point within five days to three weeks,
his major organs would give out and he
would die. 206

Ronald Cranford agrees that it could take up to a month for a

patient to starve, but says it need not be painful. "If given

adequate nursing care during this withdrawal [from food and

water]...PVS patients will not manifest the horrible signs

ascribed to this process by some...nor will they experience

consciously any symptoms."' 20 7

6. Others are burdened: That parents, spouses and

caregivers shoulder crushing emotional and financial burdens
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in caring for a PVS patient, especially when the patient lives

for years. It can cost them their savings and consume their

time and their thoughts, all with not a hint of reinforcement

or thanks from the permanently nonresponsive PVS patient. The

AMA has argued that "people care about the memories they leave

behind them" and that a PVS patient's "freedom to minimize the

suffering of others" supports withholding nutrition and

hydration from the patient. 208 The Society for the Right to Die

believes that a patient might want food and water withdrawn out

of "a personal desire to spare one's family prolonged

agony ... or a specific choice to leave one's money for the

education of grandchildren, rather than the profits of a

nursing home. ,209 The President's Commission made similar

observations, writing that "most people-have an important

interest in the well-being of their families ... whose welfare,

most patients, before they lost consciousness, placed a high

value on. ,210 The extent to which burdens on others qualifies as

a legal basis f or denying medical care to a sick patient is

highly problematic, however.

In the Army, families are less likely to have to bear the

financial burdens of care, but the incalculable emotional

burdens will be no different from the civilian world. The

Conroy trial judge well summarized the conflicting emotions of

sympathy and frustration (and utilitarianism) when he observed,

"I think it is fair to say that everyone involved in this case

wishes that this poor woman would die. ,211

C. Extraordinary and Ordinary Care

Another aspect of the analysis is the distinction between

ordinary and "extraordinary" care. No longer a controlling

distinction, it still prompts discussion by some courts.

Originally advanced by Pope Pius XII, it is comparable to the

benefits-burdens balancing. The theory, as advanced by the

Catholic Church, requires employing all care (ordinary) that

do not create "gravel' burdens for patients or others. 212 Such
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burdens would be evaluated "according to the circumstances of,213

person, places, time, and cultures," so that inventive forms

of feeding possible with contemporary technology could become

"ordinary" means (and therefore compelled), even though they

might once have been extraordinary. [The Church's more recent

statements on the issue use the terms "proportionate" and

"disproportionate" in place of ordinary and extraordinary. 214]

The technology that keeps PVS patients alive has developed only

in the past 30 years.215 While some criticize the

ordinary-extraordinary distinction as outmoded,216 the Brophy

court used it, emphasizing that the degree of care fits on a

sliding scale such that "what was viewed as extraordinary care

ten years ago might be considered ordinary care today.",217

Critics emphasize that such a distinction is irrelevant -- and

that practically any care is then "extraordinary" --

"[w]herever personality and personhood are permanently lost." 218

This echoes the Quinlan court, which was not prepared to adopt

the distinction as a legal test but said a respirator

constituted ordinary care in the case of the "possibly curable

patient but 'extraordinary' in the context of the forced

sustaining...of an irreversibly doomed patient."'219

VI. LIMITATIONS: The Tests Converge

A. The Tests are Legally Indistinct

So long as 90% of the population does not have living

wills, courts will have to turn to some form of an objective

or "best interests" test to determine whether food and water

can be withheld from a patient. Judges will have to sift

through snippets of reconstructed conversations and casual

remarks in their efforts to credibly discern the intent of the

patient. As these data become more remote and the courts move

toward a best interests test, they will have to grapple with. how to determine the benefits and burdens for this patient,

given that his values, beliefs and inclinations are the only
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. ones that should control the decision for him. This approach

leads to intellectual dishonesty and the most porous of legal

reasoning, since the remarks of the patient often are too

remote or too casual to have the weight the courts seek. While

this leads a few courts (such as New York in the O'Connor case)

to deny the petition to end the feeding, it prompts most to

finagle the tests to produce the desired results.

Professor Rhoden, who supports the right to die,

nonetheless argues that courts "have stretched the concept of
an incompetent's right to choose past its breaking point" in

pretending to discern a patient's intent from the statements
and recollections of others. 220 Professor Destro, who generally

does not support such a right, agrees. He argues that only

when an individual has a living will "is it accurate to say

that the individual's right to autonomy is exercised by proxy;"

the substituted judgment test, he asserts, lies "clearly within

the realm of legal fiction.",221 Courts refuse to face that "no

matter how scrupulously performed," objective tests all rely

"on the proxy's values in addition to the patient's because it

is impossible for a proxy not to infuse such an inquiry with

his own values. , 222

In fact, the two tests blur and, ultimately, merge because
neither can be performed without the assistance of third

parties, and all third parties have values that influence the

process. Rhoden agrees that the "subjective and objective

standards are not so distinct [and) that uninvolved third

parties are not necessarily capable of better or more fully

objective choices."'223 In addition only conjecture can answer

whether a patient whose substituted judgment is being enforced

might have changed his mind had he known how miserable he would

be or how much he would crave life. To not consider this would

appear to deprive the patient "of the benefit of the doubt

that...with so much as stake, he or she might act more

reasonably than earlier behavior would have us believe.",224

Yet, as two critics argue, allowing for such flexibility

destroys the test: "Clearly, once one attempts to build into
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. the substituted judgement determination the notion of changed

circumstances, the way is paved for applying the same largely

arbitrary 'best interest' considerations with their attendant

conscious and unconscious biases."'225

As soon as a court tries to balance the burdens and

benefits of a particular case it finds values not quietly

infiltrating but marching through the door. Professor Rhoden

inadvertently illustrates this point. Despite criticizing such

balancing tests, she offers a set of factors for judges to

employ that includes the amorphous ("lifestyle" and "values"),

the hard to measure ("pain"), as well as the value-laden

("projected life span" and "ability to interact with others and

the environment") , 226 that others might reject. This only

reinforces the thrust of her critique: that objectivity is not

achievable in this area and that "even if we could achieve

neutrality, we would probably lack values by which to judge the

life's benefits and burdens."' 227

The Beth Israel court listed 12 factors to weigh in

deciding whether to order treatment. They included age, life
expectancy, pain, "mental disability and degree of

helplessness," opinions of the physician and "those close to"
the patient and "whether there are any overriding State parens

patriae interests in sustaining life.",228  These divergent

checklists show that whoever constructs the tests (and thereby

decides what will be a burden or a benefit) or, as section VI

will address, selects the evidentiary standard, controls the

result. The President's Commission's inclusion of a patient's

burdensomeness to others229 as balancing factor, and its
suggestion that decisions to terminate food and water be based

on the views of "the average, reasonable person in the

patient's position"230 "introduces precisely the quality-of-life

standard it eschews by permitting the well-being of others to

be counted as a factor in determinations regarding the value

of the patient's life."'231 "In these cases, someone else makes

the decision for the incompetent person or child, and the right
to individual autonomy is simply irrelevant.",232 It is the fact
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that terms such as privacy have no content until fleshed out

by the courts that makes this an area of no real legal

discipline or predictability. Justice Handler in New Jersey

wrote that "reliance upon the concepts of personal privacy and

individual autonomy cannot enhance the ability to make critical

life-or-death decisions.",233

It is important to face the inherent limitations of such

a decisionmaking construct and the dearth of workable

alternatives. As Richard Burt argues, courts in these cases

are making judgements about whether the prospective quality of

a patient's life justifies continuing to feed him (and to

continue burdening a family with the attendant obligations of

cost, time and emotional involvement).234 One person is
deciding whether another person will die. He does so, however,

through the fiction of ascribing to the incompetent patient
beliefs he may not hold and powers of choice he truly does not

have. The Conroy court demurred:

We do not believe that it would be ap-
propriate for a court to designate a
person with the authority to determine
someone else's life is not worth
living simply because, to that person,
the patient's "quality of life" or val-
ue to society seems negligible. The
mere fact that a patient's functioning
is limited or his prognosis dim does
not mean that...it is in his best in-
terests to die. ... More wide-ranging
powers to make decisions about other
people's lives...would create an intol-
erable risk for socially isolated and
defenseless people suffering from phy-
sical or mental handicaps. 23 5

Justice Lynch, however, insists that an incompetent patient no

longer has a right of autonomy that he can exercise. He said
the substituted judgment test, employed by the Brophy majority

"is paternalism masquerading as the mere ratification of

autonomous choice."1236

Stripped of its rhetoric, and of terms such as "autonomy"
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and "self-determination," the balancing turns on whether, after

toting up the benefits and burdens, death is in a patient's

best interests. Separate from the emotion that affects both

sides, this line of thinking does not rely on solid or

predictable legal principles. The process is interwoven with

a narrow, functional view of the value of human life. So long

as death is an option, when it is brought about by starvation

the only argument is over the unresolvable: how much weight to

give to the inherently subjective, emotional factors courts

call the benefits and burdens of life. Justice Handler

encourages courts to "more directly confront, rather than

finesse, the difficulties intrinsic to the objective

approaches," and to address the quality of life forthrightly. 237

Destro agrees with the judge's critique:

Where the individual is severely dis-
abled, terminally ill or incompetent,
however, the courts have usually hidden
behind the fictions of individual auton-
omy, an expansive definition of treat-
ment (which now includes feeding)...all
in order to avoid the question of wheth-
er or not death is in the child's or in-
competent's best interests. 238

Because the calculation of benefits and burdens is

value-infused, and there is no societal consensus on when (or

whether ever) a patient should not receive food and water, the

law should not intrude in the area. When the law cannot base

its decisions on such discoverable, societally-based standards,

it should not create rights and make decisions that could

prematurely end the life of a citizen. Courts are at their

most dangerous when they seek to create tests to match their

desired results. The substituted judgement standard relies on

untestable statements and data and, as Professor Emanuel

observed, so long as there are no "societally shared criteria
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the best interests standard is vacuous.'' 239

B. An Alternative: Family as Decisionmaker

Although she argues persuasively that courts employ

elaborate fictions to justify permitting the withdrawal of food

and water, Professor Rhoden nonetheless believes that such

decisions should be permitted -- only that they should be

forthrightly based on a "presumption in favor of family

decision-making that mirrors the deference to a competent

patient's choice.",240  Rather than pretending to implement a

choice that an incompetent patient cannot make -- or presuming

he would have made it if competent 241 -- Rhoden asserts that

family members are the best proxy decision-makers. Many

critics and jurists have suggested family members as the best

decisionmakers, extrapolating from Supreme Court precedent a

strain of thinking purporting to elevate the family to primacy

in making such "intimate" decisions. Such deference to the

* family would eliminate, or at least make less stinting, the

scrutiny of the agent's motives.

The Supreme Court has, in fact, extended constitutional

protection to many matters involving the family. 242 Recently

the Court spoke of the "sanctity" of intra-family relationships

when upholding California's presumption that children born of

a marriage were conceived of the same marriage.243 In Roberts
v. United States Jaycees, the Court said that parent-child

relationships are "woven into the fabric of our society."1244

Rhoden argues that parents know their children's values because

they are instrumental in inculcating them and that spouses know

each other's values because they often develop them jointly. 245

It is true, of course, as the Supreme Court has observed, that

families form "emotional attachments that derive from the

intimacy of daily association,''246 but the deference this

generates usually is limited to parental decisions regarding

education (e.g. Yoder and Pierce), and medical decisions

* (except for abortions or religion-based refusals of treatment),
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and does not extend to other family members. 247  There is no

precedent for such deference with regard to the medical choices

of an adult. 248

In the area of withdrawing food and water, an unmistakeable

trend of deference to families already is evident, even though

different courts express it in different ways. The Connecticut

Supreme Court said that the unanimous support by Carol M.

McConnell's husband and children for withdrawing her feeding

tube merited great weight in its decision to approve the

termination of her feeding.249 The New Jersey Supreme Court

noted that family members are most likely to know a patient's

philosophical, religious and moral attitudes toward sickness

and death. 25 The court said: "Family members are best

qualified to make substituted judgments...not only because of
their peculiar grasp of the patient's approach to life, but

also because of their special bonds with him or her. ... .It is

they who...treat the patient as a person, rather than a symbol

of a cause."' 251 That same intimacy also can yield bitterness,

jealousy and greed of the kind that can cloud the motives and

judgment of those seeking to help a court assess the subjective
judgment or best interests of a sick, incompetent relative.

As Ira Mark Ellman writes, it is a romantic illusion to assume

that families have any special capacity to put aside impure

motives and yield only wise decisions:

Indeed, family members are often subject
to pressures that conflict with the pa-
tient's interests. These pressures are
not only financial. Prolonging the dy-
ing process may also enlarge the emo-
tional price they pay, preventing them
from bringing their mourning to closure;
daily exposure to a close relative rav-
aged by disease is another burden that
ends with the patient's death. Meeting
the patient's.. .needs may impair the
relatives' ability to meet their obliga-
tions to other family members, including
their own children. 2 2
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C. Selecting an Evidentiary Standard

Once a court decides which test to employ, it must decide

what evidentiary standard to apply in determining the accuracy

of the substituted judgment or in weighing the patient's best

interests. If the standard is set too high, it can negate or

make impossible the exercise of the right.

"Substantial" evidence and "preponderance" of the evidence

are the lower, common, administrative evidentiary standards.

Never employed for criminal verdicts, they are used to test

routine administrative classifications and actions by

governments.

The "clear and convincing" standard is the highest used in

noncriminal, civil proceedings.253 The Supreme Court has shown

an inclination to increase the evidentiary standard when the

stakes are high for the affected person's life or liberty. In

1979 the Court held that more than a preponderance of the

evidence was needed when evaluating procedural due process

necessary in precommitment decisions for the mentally ill. 254

The Court also sanctioned the use of this more stringent

evidentiary standard in cases involving termination of parental

rights.255 New York required the continued feeding of 77

year-old Mary O'Connor, a stroke victim, because it found that

her two daughters did not present clear and convincing evidence

that their widowed mother would not have wanted to be fed by

a nasalgastric tube.256 The court acknowledged that requiring
clear and convincing evidence of Mrs. O'Connor's wishes

"presents inherent problems," because there is no way to

definitely know the answer to that question -- given that the

patient's incompetence created the situation. 25 The court said

there at least must be clear and convincing evidence "that the

patient held a firm and settled commitment" over some time that

she would not want nutrition in such circumstances.258 Mrs.

O'Connor had called "monstrous" the artificial life support to

which some friends and family had been subjected, but the court

believed that the "expressions were nothing more than immediate
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reactions to the unsettling experience of seeing or hearing of

another's unnecessarily prolonged death."'259

In dissent, Justice Simons said that refusal to honor such
statements "requires humans to exercise foresight they do not
possess," to anticipate the exact types of life sustaining

treatment they might want to terminate, and that failure to
honor statement such as Mrs. O'Connor's discriminates against

those without living wills. 26 However, his fellow justice said
that relying on such statements assumes the statements would

remain true when a patient was faced with the choice of death.
In such a circumstance, Justice Hancock argued, the law must
be especially conservative and cautious. While calling the
clear and convincing standard unworkable because it presumes

to find "a fact which in inherently unknowable," he said any
such process is "nothing more than a calculated guess" and

"there is simply no way of excluding the possibility that the
* patient has had a change of mind so that her past statements

do not indicate her present wishes."' 261

This higher standard has been criticized as too restrictive
when used in cases of withdrawing medical care, but courts in
New York (other than O'Connor), Maine, Illinois, and sometimes
New Jersey have used it and still ruled in favor of withdrawing

food and water.262 The New York Times editorialized that such
a strict standard results in secret decision making, forcing

clear-cut cases into court or mandating treatment for patients

who should be allowed to refuse it, but for whom clear and

convincing evidence is not available. 263

Again, Professor Rhoden argues that the clear and
convincing standard, like the choice of tests, yields equally

undesirable results: a) keeping patients unnecessarily hooked
to feeding tubes, or b) intellectual craftiness by attorneys

and judges who evade the legal standard they purport to employ.

Rhoden calls the clear and convincing standard "a mismatch"
with an area of that law that is bound to rely on recall,

intuition and "knowledge that is not rationally provable.'' 26

She writes that this evidentiary standard either leads to bad
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. results by honest judges (a bad result, in her opinion, being

continued feeding of a PVS patient who should be permitted to

die, as in O'Connor) 265 or "opinions that misleadingly imply

that such a justification is possible "when they are really

masking a values-based decision.'' 26 The President's

Commission, however, recommended use of "especially stringent

standards of evidence" to insure that its "reasonable patient"

standard was not'skewed by the personal or financial pressures

or prejudices of those making the assessment. 267

VII. The U.S. MILITARY'S POLICIES

A. No Consensus

The military services do not share a consensus on the

issue. The Army leads the other services, having promulgated

a regulation and policy letter that address withholding and

withdrawing food and water, as well as circumstances for

honoring do-not-resuscitate orders. 26 The Air Force relies on

three policy letters from 1980 and 1982 that advise physicians

to read Ouinlan and a magazine article for guidance, and to

follow state law.269 The Navy has no regulation at all.

B. Army Permits Withdrawing Food and Water

The Army regulation permits withholding or withdrawing

life-sustaining care from a terminally ill or "chronically

vegetative" (the same as persistently vegetative) patient when

a guardian or next of kin and attending physician agree. 270 If

those parties disagree (i.e. the physician wants to terminate

the care), the case should be reviewed by the hospital's ethics

panel.27 The regulation expressly includes food and water in
its description of the kinds of care that can be withdrawn or

withheld. It says that the following factors should be
* weighed when determining whether continued care is in a

patient's best interests:
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(1) Relief of suffering, (2) Quality as
well as extent of life sustained, and
(3) "Substituted judgment doctrine":
What the patient would have wanted if
competent. If an incompetent patient
has no family or legal guardian and the
treating staff concludes that withdrawal
of life-sustaining treatment is proper,
consultation should be undertaken with
the DCCS and the Ethics Panel. 2 3

C. Mixed Leqal Standards, Ambiguities

The above paragraph mixes the legal standards used to

evaluate petitions to withdraw care ("best interests" and

"substituted judgment") and gives no hierarchy to the factors

listed. The regulation suffers from several other ambiguities,

and tilts decisively in favor of terminating life-sustaining

care. For example:

1. It fails to give standards by which to determine

whether a patient is "terminally ill," and therefore eligible

to stop receiving food and water. Currently, the term is

subject to definition by (or argument among) the physicians or

next of kin. The term is not easy to define, but should not

stand alone in a regulation without an attempt to define it,

to the extent it is at all a descriptive medical term. As the
Supreme Court explained in a case involving an effort by some

terminally ill cancer patients to gain access to the drug

Laetrile, "it is often impossible to identify a patient as

terminally ill except in retrospect., 274 The Court continued:

"[N]o one can prospectively define the term 'terminal' with any

accuracy. A patient can be said to be terminal only after he

died."
27 '3

2. It does not define next of kin.
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3. The statement of policy says that the Army "is
committed to the principle of supporting and sustaining life

when it is reasonable to do so.'' 2 6 It does not further define

reasonableness, though it implies that anything that will not

cure a patient might be unreasonable: "Life-supporting

techniques and the application of medical technology may not

cure a patient's disease or disability or reverse a patient's

course. ,,277

4. The policy statement says that some treatment that

results in a cure "may reach a point where [it is]...medically

unsound.28 It does not define medical soundness.
The policy's "right to die" bias, implied in the suggestion

that treatments that do not result in cures might not be

reasonable, is reflected in its statement that an "attending

physician must decide whether continued efforts constitute a. reasonable attempt at prolonging life or whether the patient's

illness has reached such a point that further.. .care is in fact

merely postponing the moment of death which is otherwise

imminent.' 279 This policy presupposes that such a life has no

value. It also carries an ambiguity. Whereas the policy

applies to terminally ill and PVS patients, 28 this sentence
does not apply to PVS patients, because their death normally

is not imminent, hence the "chronicness" or "persistence" of
their condition -- and the controversy over their

burdensomeness.

D. Ethics Panels

The Army directs that conflicts between patients and

physicians be referred to hospital ethics panels. It says that

failure to reach agreement before referral will require

continued life-sustaining treatment "until reasonable agreement

is reached."' 281 The composition of the ethics panel is vague.

"A representative of the local staff judge advocate" is the

only member the regulation mandates.282 Otherwise, it directs
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. only that "[m]embership should be balanced" and that panels may

include members "drawn from administration, medicine, nursing,

pastoral care, social work or the community."' 283 Such panels

remain in their infancy in the Army and nationwide. A 1983

report found that only 1% of the nation's nearly 7,000 civilian

acute care hospitals had functioning ethics committees, while

4.3% of teaching hospitals had them. As of 1988, only
one-third of the Army's hospitals had ethics committees.285 A

chaplain with experience on Army ethics panels has found that

the priority placed on such committees "varies according to the

emphases accorded by the hospital commander and the committee

chairperson. ,286

VIII. THERE is NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT to WITHDRAW

FOOD and WATER

The Supreme Court will decide the Cruzan case in 1990. The
* issue would best be resolved by recognizing that there is no

federal constitutional right to withhold or withdraw food and

water, regardless of how it is provided to a patient. Assuming

that the Court leaves such regulations to the states -- any

decision other than constitutionally embracing a "right to die"

-- the military should avoid the morally problematic and

legally tangled possibilities raised by trying to implement the

right in the military. The military should not implement such

a right, and its regulations that attempt to do so should be

rescinded. This section will analyze and anticipate the

Supreme Court's treatment of the area and recommend a course

of action for the military.

In Cruzan, the Court is likely to follow Bowers in refusing

to embrace a new constitutional right and Webster in leaving

the regulation of the right to die to the states. In Webster,

the Court loosened the limitations on states' rights to

regulate the practice of abortion. Writing for the Webster. majority, Chief Justice Rehnquist said states were free to make

their own value judgments favoring childbirth over abortion and
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implementing such judgments through the expenditure of public

funds. 287 The majority said that such state judgments did not

have constitutional implications (notwithstanding the

"fundamental" right to abortion) and, crucial for the right to

die, the Court said states may implement such value judgments

through the allocation of public resources, including hospitals

and medical staff. "[P]rivate physicians and their patients [do

not] have some kind of constitutional right of access to public

facilities for the performance of abortions.'' 28 It said such

judgments are purely those of the state legislatures, subject
to political control by the voters.2 89

While the Bowers court made clear its reluctance to
continue divining fundamental rights from the Constitution,

the Webster decision emphasized that this was especially true

with regard to the regulation of medical decisions, which calls

for detailed rule-making of the kind legislatures are uniquely

competent to do under our constitutional structure:

The key elements of the Roe framework...
are not found in the text of the Consti-
tution or in any place else one would
expect to find a constitutional princi-
ple. Since the bounds of the inquiry
are essentially indeterminate, the re-
sult has been a web of legal rules that
have become increasingly intricate, re-
sembling a code of regulations rather
than a body of constitutional doctrine.290

The Court said it was frustrated at serving "as the country's

ex officio medical board with powers to approve or disapprove

medical and operative practices and standards throughout the

United States.' ,291

A decision along these lines in Cruzan would make enormous

difference to the military, because it would mean that

individual entities (normally the states, but also the federal

government and military for their own hospitals) will be

* permitted to regulate the procedures for withdrawing medical

care, subject to minimal review by the courts. This means that
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. revision and clarification (if not recission) of AR 40-3

carries added importance. Court intervention is especially

ineffective and unworkable in this area, as reflected in the

number of reported cases in which the patients have died before

the court heard the case. Rhoden notes that "[j]udicial

decisionmaking is cumbersome, intrusive, and extremely

time-consuming, often resulting in appellate decisions long

after the patient is dead." 2 92  In addition, courts end up

tinkering with nuances and inferences contained in regulations,

clogging the courts with legislative concerns and invading the

province of those with constitutional responsibility for making

such determinations.

There is simply no need to "constitutionalize" this area

of the law. The Supreme Court should seize the opportunity

Cruzan presents to repudiate the doctrine of constitutional

privacy. It has the opportunity in Cruzan to reverse the

cluster of privacy cases that began with Griswold and saw their

apex in Roe v. Wade. These cases constitute anamolous

constitutional interpretation. There is no support for such

a right in the language of the Constitution, which even its

adherents acknowledged as recently as last summer. In his

Webster dissent, Justice Blackmun said that the right to

privacy, like "the 'critical elements' of countless

Constitutional doctrines appears nowhere in the Constitution's

text."'293 Professor Rubenfeld admits that, "[a]t the heart of

the right to privacy, there has always been a conceptual

vacuum.'' 294  While he would solve this by a forthright

acknowledgment that justices must incorporate sociology and

other concepts into legal analysis, it is better solved by a

return to the text of the Constitution itself.

John Hart Ely supports abortion but repudiates Roe and

the privacy cases. Through these cases, he argues, the Court

usurped the power of the legislatures and conferred on itself

a "mandate to second-guess legislative balances."'295 Ely agrees0 that some rights, such as the right to travel, are not

explicitly mentioned in the Constitution but that they are
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clear from the Framers' intent and the kind of government they

contemplated.296 Reliance on a rootless, "general right to

privacy," however, means the Court can implement it "when it

suits its purposes by referring to the shadowy, manipulable

penumbras of the Bill of Rights that "can have no content

independent of a description of some general value or values

inferable from the provisions involved."' 297 Judge Robert Bork
writes that Griswold was "insignificant in itself but momentous

for the future of constitutional law."' 298  The former jurist

said "the 'right of privacy' has become a loose canon in the

law," because it "will turn out to protect those activities

that enough Justices to form a majority think ought to be

protected," becoming "nothing more than a warrant judges had

created for themselves to do whatever they wished.'' 29

In Cruzan, the Court can reject a patient's right to
withdraw food and water by honestly following the method of

analysis it has constructed for cases involving the evaluation. of fundamental rights. If it searches for whether the right

to withdraw food and water is "inherent in our concept of

ordered liberty" or "deeply rooted," it will have to find that

it is not. Such a right received no recognition until the past

10 to 15 years, so its roots are shallow. 300

The fact that the highest courts of many states have found

such a right does not make its roots any broader or deeper.

Such courts based their decisions on widely different bases,

using divergent tests and evidentiary standards; most

importantly, they are the decisions of the courts not of

legislatures. Legislatures have been either silent or explicit

in excluding the withholding of food and water from the kind

of care that can be withdrawn under their living will statutes.

This undercuts, or at least muddies, any assertion of near

unanimity on the part of the states. The number of state high

court holdings argues, if anything, in favor of a federalistic,

pluralistic system, not for transforming the right to die into
* a constitutional right. The Supreme Court is nothing but a

super-legislature at its most brazen when it assesses
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constitutional protection based on its reading of state courts,

polls, and interest group position papers.

The law cannot afford the fruits of a doctrine such as the

right of privacy. It yields not only socially divisive

opinions such as Roe v. Wade, but it loosens the underpinnings

of our federalistic system by arrogating onto the courts the

authority to impose their beliefs on the populace under the

cloak of the nonspecific, ill-defined right of privacy.

IX. CURBING the RIGHT of PRIVACY: RETURNING the DECISION

to the STATES (and to the MILITARY)

Should the Court reject any constitutional dimension of a

right to die in Cruzan, the case could stand for more than that

proposition. It could signify the end of what appeared to be

a slide to constant expansion of the constitutional right of

privacy. The Court seemed to recognize this danger in Bowers

when, for the first time since the Warren era, it said it would

not continuously expand a right.30I Such a decision would help

return the Court to its role as interpreter of the

Constitution. Rubenfeld fears that if the Court remains as

text-bound in future cases, this "could portend dark days for

the privacy doctrine."'302 This would redress the imbalance in

our federalistic system that Justice White said the privacy

line of cases fostered: "The Court is most vulnerable and

comes nearest to illegitimacy when it deals with judge-made

constitutional law having little or no cognizable roots in the

language or design of the Constitution."'303  Robert Destro

argued that this dynamic of ever-expanding Constitutional

rights stems from "the assumption that judicial authority can

substitute for legislative action.. .deemed by the litigants or

the court to be inadequate or archaic in light of the perceived

current needs of the legal system. ... Such reasoning has the

potential to erode even further the Constitutional doctrine of

separation of powers and federalism." 30 4

In Webster, several justices hinted that Roe, and thereby
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. the right of privacy on which it rests, was ripe for

overturning. Justice Rehnquist, citing, inter alia, Solorio

v. United States 30 5 (in which the Court overturned its 18

year-old requirement of establishing "service connection"

before trials by court-martial), wrote: "We have not refrained

from reconsideration of a prior construction of the

Constitution that has proved 'unsound in principle and

unworkable in practice."'' 316 The dissatisfaction expressed by

Justice White, combined with "[t]he changing membership of the

High Court raises the possibility of a wholesale

reconsideration of the privacy doctrine's propriety.",307

Justice Brennan argued in dissent for a "true

jurisprudential debate" about whether the Constitution includes

an 'unenumerated' general right to privacy," while insisting

that "the fundamental constitutional right[,] for which [Roe]

was developed is the right to privacy," but the Court majority

appears to have grown weary of even arguing the point.",308 The

Chief Justice countered that drawing fine distinctions between

degrees of constitutional protection has only spawned more

litigation and more uncertainty: "[T]here is wisdom in not

unnecessarily attempting to elaborate the abstract differences

between a 'fundamental right,' ... a 'limited fundamental

constitutional right,' ... or a liberty interest protected by the

Due Process Clause."' 30 9 Justice Scalia concurred that "[t]he

Court has often spoken more broadly than needed in.. .announcing

a new rule of constitutional law.",310 The Court majority seems

to acknowledge that Griswold begat Eisenstadt, which begat Roe,

which begat Colautti, Belotti, Danforth, Akron, Ashcroft and

Webster, not to mention Quinlan and the right to die cases.

And of course Webster triggered activity in nearly all

state legislatures, meaning that the state of abortion law will

remain unsettled for some time, but that the decisions will be

made at the constitutionally appropriate level. The Army needs

to be prepared for similar post-Cruzan activity, because a

ruling with a similarly federalistic grounding will leave the

regulation of the right to die to the states and, therefore,
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to the Federal Government as rule-maker for the military. While

the Jobes court assumed that "disagreements [about whether to

stop feeding a patient] will be rare and that [court]

intervention seldom will be necessary,''311 federal courts would

have to handle disputes involving military hospitals. To avoid

having federal judges determine military policy in this area,

the military must be prepared to implement specific and

detailed regulations that will minimize the need for recourse

to the federal courts. The less clear the regulation, the

greater the invitation to the federal courts to put their own

gloss on the regulation. A clean, unambiguous regulation will

deter them. As the Court said in Rutherford, "Under our

constitutional framework, federal courts do not sit as councils

of revision, empowered to rewrite legislation in accordance

with their own conceptions of public policy."'312 Even courts

that have ruled in favor of the right to die have expressed a

preference that such matters be left to the legislature,
because "it has the resources and ability to synthesize vast

quantities of data and opinions.",313 Anything less than clarity

in a regulation, however, will beckon courts to intervene.
Determining who should die (or, couched most

dispassionately, monitoring those who make that decision)

simply is not a job for the courts. To the extent that

judgments ever have to be made about the degree of protection

society affords the sick and handicapped, those are peculiarly

legislative judgments. The Supreme Court held in Cleburne that

treatment of the "mentally retarded" is "very much a task for

legislators guided by qualified professionals and not by the

perhaps ill-informed opinions of the judiciary.",314 The path

from Roe to Webster is littered with constitutional fits and

starts, from courts attempting to fashion a jurisprudence in

an area that should be left to those accountable to the

electorate. Simply, "courts do not substitute their

social...beliefs for the judgments of legislative bodies."'311

* The principle of separation of powers loses its theoretical

fuzziness when applied to this area. "[N]either the judges nor
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. the self-appointed 'ethical experts' are constitutionally

adequate substitutes for the elected representatives of the

people themselves.",316  Destro emphasized that society must

decide "whether the ultimate aim of medical treatment is always

to cure or rehabilitate...in the only forum designed for such

debate -- the legislature.'' 317 Ellman, sympathetic to the right

to die, nonetheless believes that "terrible injustice may

result [from]...legal fictions that allow the Court to avoid

confronting the hard choice before it," and that, though some

"hard cases" like Nancy Cruzan's might appear to force a sick

person to live, "[i]t would be an even greater error to

constitutionalize the masquerade.",318

X. "OUALITY of LIFE," the SLIPPERY SLOPE and EUTHANASIA

A. Rights Beget More Rights

It is no longer a matter of not creating a new right, such

as the right to withdrawal of food and water to avoid the

slippery slope; society, medicine, and the law have been

sliding down it for some time. The leap from Griswold to Roe

to Ouinlan takes on the pattern of the orderly march of

constitutional interpretation, instead of unwarranted

extrapolation from words that do not appear in the

Constitution. Judge Compton's concurrance in Bouvia

illustrates how seeds are sown for future decisions. The twin

ethics of medicine and the law combine to foster an atmosphere

in which shock gives way to resignation and acceptance -- and

then opens the door to more shocks.

The ever-expanding dynamic of rights is evident in both

law and medicine. As Destro observed, "[t~oday's implicit
assumptions drive tomorrow's decisions on the same or similar

topics,"'319 and today's assumptions have become that a person's

life is measured by the extent to which he can enjoy it and. contribute to society. His personhood is tied to his

functionality. 320 Just as the law helped abortion evolve from
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an aberration to the social norm, so has the option of starving

patients to death, and so will sparing them the pain, time and

costs of starvation by speeding their "choice" to die with the

option of lethal injection. Former Surgeon General C. Everett

Koop writes that the sanctioned withdrawal of food and water

"could never have come about had it not been for abortion"'321

and the social and medical respectability that it -- and its

underlying ethic -- gained from the votes of seven men in 1973.

Judge Compton proposed the idea of direct euthanasia in Bouvia,

and Hector Rodas petitioned a Colorado court to allow him to

die by injection, making clear that it will be the next issue

courts confront, since it builds logically on the denial of

food and water. A recent survey of Colorado physicians found
that 60% had treated patients for whom active euthanasia should

have been an option, and 59% would have been willing to

administer a lethal drug if legal, a practice no longer

uncommon in the Netherlands. 322 Twenty years ago a California

* medical journal envisioned this "progress" when it suggested

an ethic that valued human lives for their functionality. It

said "[m]edicine's role with respect to changing attitudes

toward abortion will be a prototype" as "problems of birth

control and birth selection are extended, inevitably, to death

selection and death control...and further public and

professional determination of when and when not to use scarce

resources. , 3 23

B. Finite Medical Resources

The concern for shrinking medical resources applies to the

military as well to civilian society, 324 and could only become

more acute in an era of curtailed military budgets. In 1989 the

Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas, began to

refer large numbers of patients to civilian health care

facilities because of an overburdened staff that included

nurses required to work 12 hour shifts because of personnel

shortages. 325  This has three important implications for the
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military: 1) it could encourage pressure to withdraw food and

water in light of the limited amount of care available, 2) it

could affect the perspective of hospital personnel on ethics

committees, and 3) it illustrates the likelihood of patients'

being subject to different laws regarding withdrawal of food

and water, depending on whether they are treated in civilian

(or other federal) facilities. For example, were Texas to

forbid withdrawing food and water, a patient could gain the

protection of Texas law (or lose the choice offered by the

Army) upon his chance transfer from Brooke, at which federal

law or the Army regulation would apply. Army policy states

that Army patients treated as sister services' hospitals will

receive medical care "in accordance with the instructions of

the military service providing the care."'326

As elsewhere, not all considerations are purely legal ones.

Dr. Koop quotes a British professor as suggesting that it is

the arrogant, pampered healthy who view limitations on medical

resources -- and the burdens imposed by PVS patients -- with

alarm. "[I]t can be argued that if selection is practised, it

may not be necessarily the fittest on whom the greatest effort

should be expended."' 327

C. Reconsider Value of Life

Peter Singer echoed California Medicine's view that society

cannot be held back by archaic concepts of the inherent value

of each human life:

The ethical outlook that holds human life
to be sacrosanct -- I shall call it the
quality of life ethic -- is under attack.
The first major blow was the spreading
acceptance of abortion, and that we can
no longer base our ethics on the idea
that human beings are a special form of
creation. ... [W]e would not regard as sa-
crosanct the life of each and every mem-
ber of our species, no matter how limited
its capacity for intelligent or even con-
scious life may be.",328
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The Roe majority presaged Singer's viewpoint, albeit more

felicitously, in holding that a fetus must be capable of

"meaningful life" outside the womb before the state was

permitted to protect it.329 Professor Ely foresaw the current

controversy when he wrote that "most of the factors enumerated

[by the Roe majority] also apply to the inconvenience of having

an unwanted two year-old or a senile parent around."'330

So long as life's coming into existence, maintenance, and

termination all hinge on a set of factors that any clever

judge, physician or "ethicist" can contrive, the focus is the

worth of the individual as judged externally. And so long as

this is true, human life loses any inherent basis for its

protection, and the law loses its reliability and moral

underpinnings. While philosophers seek fine distinctions over

whether there is a difference between "active" (administering

a lethal drug, shooting) and "passive" (starvation,. dehydration) euthanasia, the result is no different. Starving

PVS patients is especially selective and cruel, given that they

are not the only patients incapable of feeding themselves. The

Brophy trial court found "approximately 42% of the patients at

the hospital were unable to feed themselves and required some

form of artificial feeding."'331 The distinguishing factor in

the eyes of right-to-die advocates, then, is not that patients

need help to eat, but the bleakness of their prognoses. All

of these cases rely on the underlying fiction that when food

and water are withdrawn from an otherwise sick, "defective" or

even terminally patient who then dies, it is the underlying

condition and not starvation that causes the death. This begs

the obvious question: but for withdrawal of nutrition, the

person would continue to live. This makes a patient's

dependency on others grounds for withdrawal of care, abetted

by the ethic that says, in effect, that if you can't feed

yourself [and we're not sure your life is (old person) or will

be (newborn) worth living], you don't deserve to live. "It is
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not the disease or disability which kills the patient but an

act or omission done with the specific intent of bringing about

the death of a disabled individual."'332

D. The Case for Humane Lethal Injections

The "slippery slope," then is nothing more than the legal

process at work over the course of a generation, demonstrating

that "without a clear anchor in first principle, the law can

rapidly progress to the point where unacceptable behavior is

sanctioned.",333 Once a judge, relying on an expert, confers on

a principle the sanction of law, it becomes precedent not only

for that principle but for extensions of the underlying

reasoning. The President's Commission acknowledged its concern

with such thinking in stating that acceptance of the slippery

slope argument might result in "the continued prohibition of

some conduct which is actually acceptable."' 334

Lethal injection, then, seems a humane and speedy

alternative to starvation or dehydration. And, of course, this

is the hope of those who greased the slope. Its advocates,

once out of the mainstream, now appear reasonable. 335 Professor

Destro observes: "The principle of evaluating life based on

its quality rather than its nature, once accepted, will

inexorably lead to extensions of the rationale as the cases get

harder and death appears to be most humane under the

circumstances."' 336  Though the functional, quality of life

judgments have reached their most extreme, because they now

involve decisions by others about death, they are not novel.

In 1927, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, wrote that "three

generations of imbeciles are enough" in permitting the state

to involuntarily sterilize a woman in a mental institution. 337

Justice Anderson of the Washington Supreme Court, who supported

the withdrawal of Barbara Grant's respirator but called

"withholding intravenous nutrition and hydration...to let her

die of thirst or starvation...pure, unadorned euthanasia,

wrote in 1987 of the evolution of thinking in this area:
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As recently as five years ago, or per-
haps three, the idea that fluids and nu-
triment might be withdrawn, with...legal
impunity, from dying patients...would
have been repudiated, if not condemned...
The notion would have gone "against the
stream" of medical standards of care.
[However,]...this practice is receiving
increased support from both physicians
and bioethicists. This new stream of e-
merging opinion is typically couched in
the language of caution and compassion.
But the underlying analysis, once laid
bare, suggests what is truly at stake:
That for an increasing number of patients
the benefits of continued life are per-
ceived as insufficient.. and] that death
is the desired outcome. 338

E. Duty to Die; Formulas for Evaluating Life,

Redefining Death

* Flowing from the delicately-cloaked option of euthanasia

becomes the duty to die. Colorado governor Richard Lamm
stirred a controversy in 1984 when he said that the elderly

with terminal illnesses "have a duty to die and get out of the

way, instead of prolonging their lives through artificial

means."' 339 So long as some have a duty to die, others, unable

to independently exercise that duty could have it exercised for

them -- via substituted judgment, best interests or a new

judicial test. Of course, criteria will be needed on which to

hinge those decisions, but society does not lack for those with

inventive approaches.

Some suggest redefining death so that a "higher brain" or

"neocortical" concept of brain death would allow some patients,

especially the persistently vegetative, to be declared dead

sooner, liberating medical resources, reducing medical bills

and dropping insurance and tax rates for the still-living.

* Daniel Wikler says that if "the definition of death...can be

expanded to include the persistently vegetative state," then
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the whole controversy over withdrawal of care would be moot. 340

He seeks "a substantial adjustment in our thinking about death,

one that changes the focus from biological to psychological

processes.341 Daniel Callahan proposes an age-based standard

for determining how much cost and effort society should bear

in keeping an old person alive. 342 Another article suggests

plugging a PVS or terminally ill patient into the following

formula in deciding whether to let him eat and live or starve

and die: QL=NE x (H+S) where QL=quality of life, NE=natural

(physical and mental) endowment, H=contribution of home and

family and S=the contribution from society. 343

At the beginning of life, some suggest that redefining life

-- or postponing the conferral of personhood -- would generate

the flexibility needed to determine whether handicapped

newborns should be fed. Nobel Prize winning scientist James
Watson said, "If a child were not declared alive until 3 days

* after birth...the doctor could allow the child to die if the

parents so choose and save a lot of misery and suffering."'344

His colleague, biologist Francis Crick concurred: "No newborn

infant should be declared human until it has passed certain

tests regarding its genetic endowment, and if it fails these

tests, it forfeits the right to live.",345 Such proposals seem

cold and utilitarian, but only because most others are

"insufficiently brave to simply state that the incompetent

patient is just not fit to live."'346 The first time a group of

Americans had the chance to accept active euthanasia, they

demurred, however. A 1988 California ballot initiative to

permit active euthanasia failed to receive the required number

of signatures to appear on the general election ballot. 347

Finally, there are even implications for the criminal law.

In 1989, a Maine probate judge denied a request by Mark Pagan

to continue the tube feeding of the comatose man he had stabbed

-- and for whose murder he was likely to stand trial after the

man died. Pagan already had served a three year term for

aggravated assault for the 1985 attack. 348
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F. Harvesting Anencephalics: RedefininQ Death

and its Implications for PVS Patients

As the quality of life ethic expands, it seeks not only to

redefine death and to permit lethal injections to bridge the

period between starvation and death, but also to encourage

harvesting the organs of the near-dead (or handicapped or

burdensome) to serve the near-healthy who, but for a fresh

organ, could live "meaningful" lives. Proposals abound for

amending the Uniform Determination of Death Act's (UDDA)

definition of death, currently the "total and irreversible

cessation of all brain activity," to define anencephalic

newborns as dead, and to amend the Anatomical Gift Act to

permit removal of organs from anencephalics. (Anencephalic

newborns are babies born with nearly all their brains missing.

They usually live no more than one week. Because they usually

have no other organic anamolies, their organs and tissue are

considered ideal for transplantation.) 349 If, however, they are

allowed to live their short lives without intensive care or

maintenance, their organs become unsuitable for

transplantation. 350  Dr. D. Alan Shewmon explains that if

doctors wait for a reliable diagnosis of death, as currently

defined, "their organs are useless."'351 Therefore, some seek to

declare them dead at birth, which would make their organs

immediately available, or to provide for their maintenance on

machines, so that their organs would remain of transplantable

quality for the maximum period of time. Typical of the

proposals is that offered by a California state senator to

amend the UDDA to state that "an individual born with the

condition of anencephaly is dead."' 352 There are many problems

with such a proposal, among them that the (usually prenatal)

diagnosis of anencephaly "opens the door to manipulation."' 35 3

It is, however, consistent with the philosophy that values

humans only for their contributions to society.

Another aspect of the issue concerns artificial maintenance

of the anencephalic (dead, according to the California
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proposal) until his parts are needed. George Annas argues that

the law should find a way "to maintain these infants for organ

donation" so long as we can "safeguard them from harm as we try

to turn their plight (and their bodies) to the benefit of

others.",354 In 1989 the Ohio legislature considered a bill that

would permit "donating the organs of [live] anencephalic

infants for transplantation" and, with parental consent, keep

infants on life support up to 10 days to obtain "any part of

the infant's body" for transplant. 355 The cases of children

with Downs' syndrome who have been allowed to die without food

and water or elementary corrective surgery illustrate more

strikingly how those with relatively minor, correctable

"defects" are pushed aside by the more fully functional

humans. 356

Such proposals, then, are hinged to the definition of
personhood that lies at the heart of the struggle over PVS

patients, with whom the anencephalics have much in common. As

Drs. Willke and Andrusko explain, a PVS patient is

"functionally no different from an anencephalic newborn. ... If

persons in a persistently vegetative state have no

consciousness, no capacity to think and are going to die

anyway, why should they not be 'allowed' to 'donate' their

organs?",357 One Loma Linda research scientist found some solace

in the fact that tissue used in experiments came from

anencephalics instead of monkeys. "Not only does the

[anencephalic] have human genes, but it is a nonperson and sure

to die, whereas the monkeys are living and, well, there's a

down side to that."'358

Young, critically wounded soldiers are another prime source

of healthy, transplantable organs. Army policy currently

forbids "transfer of fatally ill patients to the Army Organ

Transplant Center as potential cadaver organ or tissue

donors,",359 but recognition of the right to die can lead to

suggestions that soldiers be allowed to make "one final

* contribution to society" through the harvesting of their organs

or keeping them on life support until a needy recipient can be
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. located.

XI. UNIQUE PROBLEMS for the MILITARY

Carefully or uniformly implementing the right to die in

the military would be a logistical nightmare that would not

serve those who want to make advance directives about their

death -- either in prescribing when care will be withdrawn or

in stipulating continued care.

A. Population, Mission

The question of withdrawing food and water carries unique

implications for the military health care system, because of
the military's peculiar demographics and its missions. The

military is disproportionately populated by young people

involved in dangerous work. Even in a training environment

head injuries are prevalent. In war time, soldiers will jump

from aircraft, ride in tanks and receive fire. 360 The resulting

head injuries, coupled with high quality intensive medical
care, make likely the survival of many mentally disabled

personnel, some of them in vegetative states. The military also

provides health care to retired members and their qualified

dependents, meaning that it treats many old people who are

likely to suffer the kind of illnesses, such as strokes, that

trigger the PVS condition. Because the Army provides legal

services to this same population, it faces the challenge of

advising these beneficiaries accurately and serving their

needs, anticipating the many variables (including war and being

stationed in states or countries other than where a living will

might be written) tied to military life.

The substituted judgment methodology is especially inapt

for such a population. As the Cruzan court acknowledged, a

young person's life is far too precious to be discontinued

based on remarks made to others. Most young people do not

seriously contemplate death and, once vegetative, should not
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be captives of flip remarks such as Paul Brophy's about

"punching a ticket" or those of young Joseph Gardner that the

Maine Supreme Court found sufficient on which to base a
decision to stop feeding him. The military uniquely offers

young people the opportunities of danger, adventure, serious

injury and death -- and the wise-cracking cynicism such

opportunities generate. An airplane hanger before a parachute

jump, a troop ship, or any of many combat or dangerous training

settings provide fertile ground for statements about death.

Physicians, courts and ethics panels should not have to (and

are not equipped to) separate the gallows humor and bravado
from what Maine discerned was the "solemnity" of 23 year-old

Joseph Gardner's statements about death. To allow otherwise

invites decisionmakers to manipulate the statements made by PVS
patients to achieve desired results.

B. Fast-Changing Area, Remote StationinQ

Legal assistance attorneys, frequently in their first

post-law school jobs, write living wills for soldiers from all

over the United States, usually relying on handbooks and

unofficial supplementary information in one of the more rapidly

changing areas of the law.361 Once it is time to enforce a
living will, a host of almost capricious factors arises.

Foremost is determining how to enforce a will written for
another jurisdiction, or trying to enforce one overseas, a

problem not only because a large share of our forces remain

stationed on foreign soil, but also in the event of war, when

triage decisions are made hastily. 362 Most soldiers are away

from home, and a high percentage are young and single.

This means, then, that most of them, like the rest of the
population, will not having living wills, but also that they

are geographically far from those whose "substituted judgment"

might inform medical personnel about the course of their

treatment. Any novel approach such as the family-based decision

making urged by Rhoden and others, and endorsed as far back as
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363
ouinlan is particularly unworkable for military members. The

scramble to determine a sick soldier's fate in such

circumstances would require either the involvement of

decision-makers such as the loosely-constituted ethics panels,

or the heavy intervention of the federal courts. While the

sheer persistence of the vegetative state might suggest that

decisions need not be made quickly, the decision whether to

even initiate tube feeding will take on increasing importance

if the Court decides there is no constitutional right to

withdraw it. Military health care professionals must know in

advance how to handle such patients, including how and whether

to honor a soldier's "living will." Should a soldier have a

living will that directs that food and water be discontinued

if he becomes vegetative, the military would have to decide

whether to follow the directive, in light of, inter alia, its

commitment to return soldiers to duty. 36

C. The Services DiverQe

The three military services have different policies. The

Army's policy, despite its ambiguities, is the most explicit,

permitting termination of care under some conditions. The Air

Force has the dated, puinlan-based policy; the Navy has none

at all. The disparity among the states offers little help in

determing how to solve conflicts among the three. Only six of

the 41 jurisdictions with living will statutes expressly honor

living wills drafted in accordance with other states' laws. 365

Regardless, the nascent and developing state of the law in this

area means that a living will, standing alone, offers little

certainty or predictability, particularly to a soldier. It is

not a fanciful scenario for the military to have to grapple

with how to administer the living will of a soldier from the

7th Infantry Division (Light) whose Kansas living will was

witnessed by an Army JAG at Fort Ord, California, before the

Kansan deployed to Panama, and who is now being treated at an

Air Force medical center in Texas.
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Further complicate the scenario by treating the soldier in

Europe, Korea or the Philippines, perhaps at a Navy facility

at which there are no rules at all. Then the soldier's family

files suit charging that the sick soldier is being denied equal

protection because his similarly-situated comrades were allowed

to die in Army medical centers.

And how can all of the information necessary for making
such decisions to be communicated to the remote decisionmakers

in Texas -- or Germany, The United Kingdom or the Sinai?36

Regulations will have to be drawn to determine what information

will be communicated to the decision-makers so that their

decisions can qualify as legally "informed." To what extent

can such considerations be factored into the critical triage

decisions that are made not only on the battlefield but at

every early level that care is adminstered? 367 And, so long as

shrinking medical resources are an issue in the civilian

medical world, to what extent will the military establishment,

buttressed by language in AR 40-3, steer decision-makers into

decisions to withdraw food and water?

Therefore, uniformity for its own sake is an important

goal. The problem arises with regard to Army soldiers,

governed by AR 40-3 and the HQDA Letter, transferred to or

treated in facilities run by sister services, or other federal

facilities, or state-run medical centers. Each type of

facility may apply different standards with regard to

withdrawal of food and water. While the Army gives some

direction for treatment of its patients in non-military federal

facilities and state institutions, those provisions are not as

specific as those allowing the Air Force and Navy to treat

soldiers in accordance with their regulations. 36 This

highlights the need for uniformity among the services. In the

absence of such uniformity, especially after the Supreme Court

rules in Cruzan, federal courts will not be able to resist the

temptation to intervene. And so long as military medical needs

* require the transfer of patients between the services and into

the civilian community, they will not lack for opportunities
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to do so.

D. Conscience Exception

Military health care providers need the freedom to exercise

their moral choices not to participate in withdrawing food and

water when their consciences keep them from doing so. The

regulation covering abortions provides such an exception.369 AR

40-3 needs similar language to protect physicians and nurses

from even passive participation in decisions to withhold or

withdraw food and water. The language must be specific and

unequivocal, given courts' tendencies to treat the right to die

as absolute and their inclination to find that medical

personnel have a "duty" to help execute the decision, including

referral of patients to hospitals that will deny treatment that

the host hospital insists on providing. The Gray court ruled

that Rhode Island's conscience exception for abortion did not

apply to withdrawal of food and water, and that the Rhode

Island Medical Center had to "accede to her [Mrs. Gray's]

request" to receive no food and water or transfer her "to a

health care facility that will respect her wishes.' 370  New

Jersey gave the Lincoln Park Nursing Home the same choice: stop

feeding Nancy Ellen Jobes or move her to a facility that

will. 371 The Massachusetts court, while recognizing a right to

die, said that it would "decline to force the hospital to

participate" in effecting a patient's decision to withdraw a

feeding tube so long as it transferred him to a facility that

would do so.372 The Grant court also tried to appear Solomonic,

holding that "[n]o health care provider should be required to

participate" in starving a patient but that they could not

"interfere with the transfer of a patient to another health

care provider .... 1137 Such rulings require doctors, nurses and

hospitals to violate their consciences by becoming passive

parties to the withdrawal of food and water.

The debate continues in medical journals. Two health

professionals wrote that hospitals "may indeed be capable of
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O having moral objections to treatment decisions" and that

if a patient wished to refuse a course of
treatment that was not leading to any
meaningful recovery in order to end his
or her life, we would hope that the
hospitals would have moral objections.
... [T]he purpose of hospitals is (not] to
be comfortable places to die for those
patients who refuse the care they have to
offer. .... Hospitals reflect the ethical37
traditions of the health care profession.3z

The Army gives the appearance of institutional indifference

to life and to those whose consciences might make them

uncomfortable executing a decision to withdraw food and water

when it allows popular cadence calls or "Jodies,"1 that make
light of human "vegetables.''375 Too much can be made of such

antics, but the institution would not tolerate comparable

lyrics regarding minorities or women.

O XII. SOLUTION

A. Require Provision of Food and Water

Food and water, no matter how delivered, are different in

kind from any other care (or "treatment"):

Food and water, whether administered by
mouth or by other means, perform the
same function for the able-bodied as...
for the disabled: they are the basic
essentials of life. Thus, the test is
no__twhether the substance administered
will "cure" the patient, but rather the
function it performs and whether that
function is identical in both cases. 376

A clear and simple exception needs to be made so that

patients in military hospitals receive them under all

circumstances. The Army should change AR 40-3 to read: "Food
O and water, regardless of how they are provided, shall not be

withheld or withdrawn from any patient at any time. Any oral
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or written directives from a patient, his family or others

asserting rights on his behalf, shall be of no effect in
administering nutrition and hydration." This is simply a

matter of revising AR 40-3 (or, ideally, writing a DoD-wide

policy) along the lines of the state laws that exclude food
and water from the kinds of treatment that can be withdrawn

pursuant to a living will. For example, Wisconsin allows

patients to direct the withholding of "life-sustaining

procedures," but stipulates that such procedures "do not

include... [t]he provision of fluid maintenance and nutritional

support.'' 37 South Carolina accomplishes the same purpose in
two steps. It allows withdrawal of all procedures except

"nutrition, and hydration for comfort care., 378  Then, its
living will declaration, the form for which appears in the
statute, allows patients to direct that any treatment or

procedures be withheld except those "necessary to provide me

with comfort care.' 379

The same purpose could be accomplished by Congress' passing

a law making this the policy for all federal hospitals.380 It
could copy the Missouri statute upheld in Webster, which made

it "unlawful for any public employee within the scope of his
employment to perform or assist an abortion, not necessary to
save the life of the mother" and "unlawful for any public

facility to be used for the purpose of performing or assisting
an abortion not necessary to save the life of the mother. '381

This would be no different than the one-sentence Hyde Amendment

which forbade use of federal funds to pay for abortions. The

Supreme Court upheld this congressional exercise of the

spending power in Harris v. McRae, on the grounds that even if
a woman had a right to abortion, she had no right to require

the federal government to provide her with one. 382

Alternatively, the Department of Defense could issue a

directive requiring all of the services to implement such
regulations. This would lack the force of a federal law, but

* would bind all of the uniformed services and bring them into

conformity with each other.
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B. otherwise, Tighten the Regulation

The Army leads the other services in that it has a written

policy, albeit one cluttered with ambiguities, that at least

begins to address the issue. It should borrow from the states

to eliminate ambiguities in the current regulation.

1. Presume in Favor of Care

So long as the Army is going to permit food and water to

be withdrawn, it should narrow the circumstances in which it

is allowed, and erect a strong presumption in favor of feeding

PVS patients. It can borrow from Oklahoma. In 1987, Oklahoma

passed a statute that presumes "every incompetent patient has

directed his health care providers to provide him with

hydration and nutrition to a degree that is sufficient to

sustain life. ,383 However, the presumption does not apply when

there is "clear and convincing" evidence that the patient

decided against it when competent, the measures will cause

"severe, intractable and long lasting pain" or the "incompetent

patient is chronically and irreversibly incompetent" and "death

is imminent. ,384 The statute leaves room for abuse or

manipulation, but is much more specific than AR 40-3,

especially with the initial presumption of continued

nourishment, and the requirement in every case of imminent

death before care can be withdrawn. The Army should not adopt

the further limitation of the Oklahoma statute that says

"[hydration] or nutrition may not be withheld or withdrawn... if

this would result in death f rom dehydration or starvation

rather than from the underlying illness or injury. ,385 Such

conclusions about the cause of death are subject to semantic

manipulation or philosophical obfuscation. So long as

physicians and philosophers disagree, the law cannot impose

certainty in this area; better to leave an unqualified

presumption intact.
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2. Decisionmaking Hierarchy

Physicians and patients need a precise, workable hierarchy

for implementing the decision to stop providing artificial

nutrition and hydration. The term "next of kin," should be

clarified to specifically delineate (like the Arkansas statute

cited above) the order of individuals to be consulted before

a decision is made about whether to continue feeding a

patient.

3. Informed Consent

The Army should print plain-English disclosures which make

clear the patient's absolute right to continued treatment.

Additionally, the physicians should explain in writing the

prognosis for the patient's particular condition or disease.

This process may seem bureaucratic, time-consuming and

self-protective; it should be all of those things. The Supreme

Court required the Miranda warnings to ensure that criminal
suspects knew their constitutional rights before exercising or

waiving them. 38 So long as patients have a right to die from

withdrawal of food and fluids -- and especially so long as

third parties may exercise this right on their behalf -- the

circumstances call for regulations and warnings just as strict

as for criminal suspects. 38 Should the "constitutionalize"
this area, the opportunities for meaningful informed consent

would diminish. Because of abortion's exalted status, the Court

repeatedly has found states' informed consent provisions to

unconstitutionally burden women's decisions whether to have

abortions.38

4. Define "Terminal"

* The revised regulation should define terms such as

"terminal illness" with sufficient specificity that physicians
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. and families (and ethics panels) do not have to grapple with

them during times of turmoil. Again, Wisconsin offers some

clarity, defining a terminal condition as "an incurable

condition.. .that reasonable medical judgment finds would cause

death imminently, so that application of life-sustaining

procedures serves only to postpone the moment of death.",389 No

definition is ideal, but this one is more specific than, for

example, Montana's which defines a terminal condition as one

that will "result in death within a relatively short time.".391

5. Conscience Exception

The regulation should protect the consciences of those who

object to participating in decisions to withdraw food and

water. This provision should be broader than the abortion

provision because it should also make explicit that such

objections do not disqualify such personnel from sitting on

ethics panels. To do otherwise would foster a group-think

environment on such committees that would merely ratify

decisions to terminate food and water. Again, the Army could

borrow from Oklahoma, which stipulates that no person or

facility will be required to participate in the treatment or

care of an incompetent patient who is "to die as the result of

dehydration or starvation.",391

6. Ethics Panels

The regulation should be expanded to make clear what

decisions the panels can make, and to set express guidelines

on how to make them. In any case of doubt, the decision should

require continued care. "Like juries, these ethics committees

will be called on to make life or death choices for others,

wrote two critics in arguing that, just as "[j]uries are

instructed to make a presumption in favor of

innocence...[e]thics committees should make an analogous

assumption in favor of life.",392
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If the Army continues to employ ethics panels to monitor

decisions to withdraw food and water, objecting health care

professionals should be permitted access to the committees to

voice their concerns. Such committees must be more than

ratifying bodies for decisions to cut off care or to shield

the real decision-makers from responsiblity.

It is difficult to suggest an ideal membership construct

for an ethics committee. Experience with them is too limited

for any one to be suggested as an ideal -- or for issues of

such importance to be left to them until this issue is solved.

The regulation should leave minimal discretion to the

appointing authority in determining membership. At least, the

panels should include both a physician and a nurse, as well as
a lawyer; in addition, the same membership should be imposed

on panels that consider withdrawal of life support and those

considering do-not-resuscitate orders. Such committees face

practical impediments, including making their existence known

to the distraught they are supposed to serve, and facing the

"reality [that committee decisions] are based on our values and

emotions in effect at the time of decision.",393 Therefore, the
ethics panels, like the courts, cannot avoid issuing

value-based decisions. This means that composition of the

committee is a weighty decision vested in the

personnel-selecting discretion of the hospital commander or the

director of clinical services. There is no formula that

guarantees balance and perspective. 39 4

The Ouinlan court was the first to suggest the use of
ethics committees in right-to-die cases. It said the "most

appealing" benefit would be that the committee "diffuses the

responsibility for making these judgments" about who lives and

dies.39 5 The court implies that such decisions are desirable

and need to be made, so long as responsibility for them cannot

be pinned on particular individuals. Some of the concerns

about the limitations of ethics committees in the civilian. world -- that profit-motivated doctors will use them to ration

medical care396 or will work hand-in-glove with insurance
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companies to deny care when maintenance becomes expensive --

are less acute in the military. Nonetheless, military hospitals

and the military health care system as a whole face their own

financial pressures and do not enjoy unlimited resources.

Therefore, regardless of their "values-clarifying" virtues, the

military does not need ethics panels to cloak or "diffuse"

responsibility for such serious decisions.

C. The Regulation Makes a Statement

By keeping intact such a regulation, the Army fosters a

public ethic that prefers disposing of the inconvenient to a
social ethic that cares for, even pays for, those who will

never return what they receive in either love or taxes. To

finesse the definition of treatment or purport to objectively

assess the value of another's continued life mires medicine
and law -- and the Army -- in making decisions that are not

theirs to make. As Dr. Koop has stated, "in medicine,
nutrition and fluids are life itself."'398 Withholding them can

bring about the convenient demise of the socially unproductive

and burdensome. "Death then becomes the 'final solution' for

those whose disabilities make them -- to borrow a phrase --

useless eaters." 39

0
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